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Chapter 1 – The wrong answers
The climate crisis looms, making choices about solutions ever more important. owever, the debate
on the future is surrounded by hype and vested interests. This report investigates the large-scale
technologies that corporations and government are putting forward as solutions to climate change
(including carbon capture and storage, hydrogen, agrofuels, and geoengineering), explains why they
are unlikely to prevent climate catastrophe, and goes in search of more realistic and socially just
solutions.
The international emergency
If a technology can’t be developed and deployed in the next decade or so, it’s of no use to us as a
response to climate change. Waiting for technologies to come on stream before making cuts in emissions will mean we have to make deeper cuts overall.

Chapter 2 – The techno-ﬁx approach to climate change issues and alternatives
Asking the right questions - the politics of technology
Technology is inherently political. Technologies always interact with power and social structures, usually though not always supporting the status quo - corporate power in the global system.
To assess whether or not a technology can be a just and effective climate change mitigation tool we
need to ask the right questions Who owns the technology Who gains from the technology Who
loses
ow sustainable is the technology Will it be available in time to help
Problems with techno-ﬁxation: Ignoring the scale and source of the problem
Focusing on technological solutions ignores how the problem of climate change is caused, why it
continues to worsen and how much needs to be done to stop it.
The persistent claim that a solution is just around the corner has allowed politicians and corporations
to cling to the mantra that tackling climate change will not impact on economic growth.
Climate change cannot be viewed in isolation
Climate change is not the only crisis currently facing the planet. Oil depletion will become a major issue within the coming decade; while competition for land and water, deforestation and destruction of
ecosystems, soil fertility depletion and collapse of ﬁsheries are posing increasing problems for food
supply and survival in many parts of the world.
Scarcity of investment
overnments spend a limited amount of money on mitigating climate change. Investment in energy
D is roughly comparable to pre-19 levels. Where this investment goes is a major issue. Investment needs to go into technologies which can be shown to work in time.
The other parts of the solution - alternatives to techno-ﬁxation
Technological change is part of the solution. But only part. It is useful only as long as it is compatible
with, and preferably supports, other changes to the way society works.

Economic change
rowth of the whole global economy means consumption of an ever-increasing amount of goods, using an ever-increasing quantity of energy, mineral, agricultural and forest resources. eplacing the idea of growth as the main objective of the economy would require fundamental changes. Building a new paradigm of economic democracy, based on
meeting human needs equitably and sustainably, is as big a challenge as climate change itself, but if human society
as we know it is to succeed, the two are inseparable.
Political action
ffective and just solutions to climate change need decision making that involves everyone who is affected by the
results of the decision – not just deals between those who stand to proﬁt. If this is to happen, co-operation and maturity will be needed, along with a re-engagement of the population in real politics. The hold of corporate interests over
political decisions must be broken.
Social change
To get the changes which will stop climate change and beneﬁt people, we all have to act. Individual action is not
enough. We have to ﬁnd common-interest groups and work collectively, whether as geographical communities or
through other connections, to restructure relationships for a low-carbon society.

Chapter 3 – The corporate-dominated approach to solving climate change
The corporate-centred approach to climate change prioritises proﬁts, market based mechanisms and large scale or
mass-produced solutions.
In particular, the corporate-dominated approach has led to the establishment of carbon trading schemes, which create
proﬁts for polluting companies while failing to encourage, and often damaging, genuinely beneﬁcial projects.
The cleantech boom
Cleantech’ refers to any product, service, or process that delivers value using limited or zero non-renewable resources and/or creates signiﬁcantly less waste than conventional offerings.’ It covers four main sectors: energy, transport,
materials and water. In 006, the global clean energy sector alone was valued at
. bn
. bn with cleantech
start-ups at 1, 00 worldwide. In the reckoning of the cleantech boom there will be winner and losers. The effectiveness and sustainability of the technology are only two of the factors that determine a technology’s success, and as far
as the market is concerned, not very important ones.

Chapter 4 – The technologies – energy provision
Hydrogen
ydrogen is a carrier of energy not a source in its own right. primary energy source coal, gas or electricity generated from other sources is required to produce it. sing hydrogen as a vehicle fuel the main application being considered) would be colossally expensive to introduce, doing so would probably mean a commitment to long-term fossil
fuel consumption and, most importantly, producing the hydrogen and compressing or liquefying it to use as a vehicle
fuel could have a worse impact on the climate than using petrol.
For hydrogen to be viable as a vehicle fuel it needs numerous technological breakthroughs in all major areas including
production, distribution and storage. For hydrogen to reduce greenhouse gas emissions would require a glut of renewable electricity or universal carbon capture and storage within a decade. The likelihood of the infrastructure that would
make it work being put in place within four or ﬁve decades is slim. The cost of infrastructure to supply just 40% of the
’s light-duty vehicles with hydrogen has been estimated to cost over 00bn
0bn . o, the technical and economic issues mean it is extremely unlikely to be a climate change solution.
Agrofuels
grofuels also known as biofuels have been trumpeted as the green’ solution to cutting oil use for transport, but in
fact threaten an environmental and social justice disaster.
Though agrofuels currently supply only a very small percentage of world transport fuel use, their impacts are already
signiﬁcant and the full implications of replacing fossil fuels with agrofuels are beginning to be seen. Many agrofuels
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increase rather than reduce greenhouse gas emissions. recent report for the
Treasury found that when tropical
forest is cut down, to pay back the initial release of CO from clearing the forest would take 60 to 0 years of growing biofuels using current technologies .’ grofuels rely on industrial scale agriculture, the growth of which has been
dependent on deforestation and cheap fossil fuels. ainforests are being destroyed in Brazil and Indonesia as agrofuel plantations expand, destroying carbon stores which are vital to regulation of ecosystems. Competition for land between food crops and fuel crops is already contributing to rising global food prices and food riots in poorer countries.
Carbon capture and storage / ‘Clean’ fossil fuels
Carbon capture and storage CC is a major departure from other climate mitigation strategies. ather than stopping
a damaging activity or replacing fossil fuel use, it allows current activities to continue but captures the carbon emissions and buries them under the ground.
CCS enables the continued dominance and expansion of the fossil fuel industry, particularly coal, with all the inherent
unsustainability that goes with increased coal use. CC is also closely associated with enhanced oil recovery O ,
where the carbon dioxide pumped into ageing oil wells makes oil available that would otherwise stay in the ground.
The technology is unlikely to be proven, scaled up and in widespread use until at least 0 0 and possibly 0 0, too
late to prevent devastating climate change.
Nuclear power
The nuclear industry has jumped on climate change as a last ditch attempt to survive in the face of long-term public
opposition, cost escalation and the intractable issue of what to do with nuclear waste. The industry has orchestrated
a well-executed spin campaign and has succeeded in putting ‘the nuclear option’ back on the table. However, nuclear power is not carbon neutral, would not be on-stream in time to plug the energy gap or avoid dangerous climate
change, and has huge environmental impacts - not least from the huge quantities of radioactive waste created, which
no country has yet developed an effective way of dealing with.
Solar power
olar energy technologies, including solar panels photovoltaics and concentrated solar power, are already functional and are being developed further. There is considerable scope for rapid engineering improvements and for major
economies of scale in manufacturing and deployment. Price per kWh is falling rapidly. Technological breakthroughs
may be required to signiﬁcantly increase energy storage potential.
However, solar panels are still very expensive and there are issues with the use of toxic substances in manufacture
and depletion of resources such as silver. If all present silver production were devoted to solar, it would supply less
than a ﬁfth of the world’s electricity.
Solar is one of the emissions-reducing technologies with the greatest potential for scaling-up to provide a signiﬁcant
portion of global energy needs. It also has the advantages of not needing signiﬁcant new infrastructure and of being
usable in isolated areas, both of which make it suitable for Majority World use.
Wind power
ike solar, wind is one of the emissions-reducing technologies with the greatest potential for scaling-up to provide a
signiﬁcant portion of global energy needs, particularly in windy countries like the UK. Since larger turbines and turbines in exposed areas are more efﬁcient, at present wind lends itself to deployment in large wind farms, though efﬁciency and costs improvements may eventually make small-scale wind viable for more than niche uses. As with solar,
however, take-up will be hampered unless better storage technologies can be developed. Overcoming local objections
to wind farms may require design improvements eg to reduce danger to birds and ownership structures which give
more advantage to local residents.
Water power – hydroelectricity, tidal power, wave power
ome large scale water power technologies such as hydroelectric dams and tidal barrages have unacceptably high
impacts on local ecosystems, and in the case of large dams, methane emissions have a major climate impact. Other
water power technologies such as wave power, tidal stream turbines or tidal lagoons are less developed but potentially more sustainable.
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Biomass
Burning biomass is humanity’s oldest energy technology
traditional heating and cooking ﬁres and stoves.

the majority of biomass fuel use globally is still made up of

The main use for biomass in large scale electricity production is in co-ﬁring biomass with coal in power stations. Coﬁring with biomass faces major problems of scalability. For example, to supply 10% of the UK’s electricity from
biomass co-ﬁring using willow would require plantations covering one-quarter of the UK’s land mass.
Biomass does have a role to play where it can be harvested and used sustainably on a smaller scale. The production
of gas fuel from agricultural waste including manure (biogas) also shows potential for sustainable expansion, though
only to meet a small proportion of total energy demand.
Decentralised energy vs extending the grid
enerating energy through combustion of fossil fuels at centralised power stations and transmission through the ational Grid is incredibly wasteful. 61.5% of the energy is lost as heat at the power stations, 3.5% is lost in transmission
through the national grid.
One solution is to have local grids producing electricity using a variety of renewable technologies backed up by small
power stations which distribute their surplus heat. On the other end of the scale, there is the suggestion of extending
electricity grids outwards, connecting up the
grid with urope and beyond to harness the enormous potential for
concentrated solar power from the ahara desert.
However micro-generation of electricity by renewables is currently much less efﬁcient than large scale windfarms and
district heating networks would require installation of expensive new infrastructure which would generally only be viable in densely populated areas. An extended grid would help to eliminate problems of intermittency of supply as there
should always be wind blowing or sun shining somewhere in the extended region, but there are concerns that richer
nations may end up effectively colonising the renewable energy resources of the poorer nations.

Chapter 5 – The technologies - geoengineering
The term geoengineering refers to the large scale manipulation of the environment to bring about speciﬁc environmental change, particularly to counteract the undesirable side effects of other human activities. Technologies proposed
include blasting the stratosphere with sulphates, mirrors in space, covering the deserts in reﬂective plastic, and dumping iron fertiliser in the oceans.
Reﬂecting the sun’s energy
Some scientists are proposing to increase the amount of solar energy that is reﬂected back into space. Once any of
these schemes is embarked upon it must be maintained for as long as the carbon dioxide emissions that it aimed
to counteract remain in the atmosphere up to 00 years regardless of any negative impact the scheme is found to
have.
Sulphates in the stratosphere
When volcanoes erupt they release sulphates which are known to have a cooling effect on global temperatures by
reﬂecting solar energy back into space. Some scientists are proposing to increase levels of sulphates to simulate this
effect. owever, the sulphates will have unknown impact on ecosystems, including acid rain and localised climatic impacts potentially causing droughts. obel prize winner Paul Crutzen, who advocated research into sulphate aerosols
as a last ditch solution to global warming, predicted around half a million deaths as a result of particulate pollution.
Plastic coated deserts
In this plan 67,000 square miles of desert would be coated in shiny plastic each year for 60 years to reﬂect sunlight.
The plastic sheeting would have to be maintained, and periodically replaced, for a century or two. Premature removal
would have a rapid global warming effect.
Sunshades in space
This scheme involves a set of 16 trillion transparent, sunlight-refracting shades about 1. million km from arth. The
project would require 20 launchers each positioning 800,000 screens every ﬁve minutes for ten years and would cost
trillions of dollars over
years.
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Removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
ichard Branson has offered a prize of
million for the person who can come up with a commercially viable design
to remove large amounts of greenhouse gases from the atmosphere. No remotely affordable technology exists to do
it.
Ocean fertilisation
One set of schemes for carbon dioxide capture centres on encouraging the growth of phytoplankton in the oceans,
which take up carbon dioxide as they photosynthesise. In theory, some of this carbon dioxide might not return immediately to the carbon cycle. Exactly how much carbon dioxide is sequestered, and for how long, has not been quantiﬁed.
Ocean scientists, including the IPCC, have warned that this technology is potentially dangerous to ocean ecosystems,
unlikely to sequester much carbon dioxide, has the potential to increase levels of other dangerous greenhouse gases
such as nitrous oxide and methane, to increase ocean acidiﬁcation in deep ocean waters, and deplete nutrient loading
in surface waters potentially leading to dead zones’.
Planting trees
Planting trees to offset carbon emissions has been widely discredited by environmentalists but the sale of these
carbon offsets’ has by no means disappeared. The theory is that through photosynthesis trees absorb carbon from
the atmosphere and lock it away. owever, this process takes decades and is probably effective only for a few further
decades as trees die and rot, releasing the carbon. It in no way compensates for the release of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere from fossil which have been stored carbon for millions of years.
Biochar and Bioenergy with Carbon Storage (BECS)
These two proposals seek to address the issue of removing carbon dioxide from the air at the same time as generating low carbon energy. In B C , biomass is used to generate heat and power together with carbon capture and
storage. The B C proposal seeks to avoid the onset of abrupt climate change tipping points by quickly converting
a large amount of land to biomass fuel production. One ﬁgure used is 500 million hectares globally by 2030 - an area
larger than the entire European Union. With biochar, where biomass is burnt without oxygen creating biogas and biooil can be used to generate heat and power, and carbon rich biochar which is returned to the soil, where experiments
suggest carbon could be sequestered for hundreds of years.
Overarching issues with geoengineering
eoengineering rests on the assumption that humans are masters of the universe and the natural world, and can
control and engineer its systems. Climate change has shown that humans do not and probably never will understand
the planet’s systems well enough to try to artiﬁcially engineer a re-balancing of the scales that overconsumption has
tipped.

Conclusion
Few deny that humanity now faces a crisis. But the solutions put forward simply don’t add up. Technologies are a useful part of the solution, but techno-ﬁxation isn’t. Other changes are even more important than technology, and equally
technically possible. What is really needed is radical social change that reduces the amount of energy we use to the
level that we can sustainably produce, and enables everyone to live decent lives. Whether or not this can be achieved
depends on the actions we take now.
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s the the climate crisis looms, choices about solutions become ever more important. owever, the
debate on the future is surrounded by hype and vested interests. This brieﬁng seeks to assess the
large-scale technologies that corporations and government are putting forward as solutions to climate
change. It explains why they are unlikely to prevent climate catastrophe, looks at where the decisions
about our strategies for survival are being made, and goes in search of more realistic and socially
just solutions.
This report includes an overview of the issues surrounding each of the key technologies that are
being held up as solutions to climate change, and provides a joined-up analysis and a framework
for comparisons. Making the right decisions about technology is vital to avoiding devastating climate
change. But many of the technologies being put forward as solutions to this crisis simply won’t work,
will worsen the situation, cause signiﬁcant environmental destruction or are not going to be available with a short enough timeframe to help us. ven combined, they would fail to address the whole
problem - for example, there can be no big technoﬁx for deforestation, which currently causes around
a ﬁfth of all greenhouse gas emissions.
Technoﬁxes are very appealing. They appeal to leaders who want huge projects to put their name to.
They appeal to governments in short electoral cycles who don’t want to have to face hard choices of
changing the direction of development from economic growth to social change. Technoﬁxes appeal
to corporations which expect to capture new markets with intellectual property rights and emissions
trading. They appeal to advertising-led media obsessed with the next big thing, but too shallow to
follow the science. They appeal to a rich-world population trained as consumers of hi-tech gadgets.
They appeal to (carbon) accountants: technological emissions reductions are neatly quantiﬁable, if
you write the sum properly. Technoﬁxes appeal, in short, to the powerful, because they offer an opportunity to maintain power and privilege.
But why are they the wrong answers
urely technology is important The discourse of magic bullets’ completely ignores the complexities of different situations and needs, and the widely distributed
and poorly measured sources of climate change. In short, it isn’t addressing the problem. If we are
to have socially just and sustainable solutions to climate change, then we have to all look very critically at how our social and economic systems are failing. If the approach to this problem is primarily
technological it has the potential to deepen inequalities between rich and poor as the rich are able
to afford access to proprietary technology which enables them to maintain high standards of living
while the poor suffer the worst effects of climate change on top of continuing social injustice. This is a
recipe for conﬂict.

-

The international emergency
Climate change is already happening. lready the air and oceans are warming, growing seasons
are shifting, and ice and snow cover have decreased across the world. Extreme weather events
such as ﬂoods, cyclones and droughts are increasing across the world.1 The World ealth
Organization estimates that 1 0,000 people died in 000 due to the impacts of climate change.
It’s going to get worse. Business as usual means that a temperature rise of around four degrees
centigrade above 1990-2000 levels can be expected this century - possibly as much as six
degrees..
Many scientists consider that limiting temperature increases to a maximum of two degrees
above pre-industrial levels is necessary if we are to avoid devastating climate change. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which represents the international scientiﬁc
consensus on the issue, suggests that to have a reasonable chance of limiting warming to two
degrees would require a peak in global greenhouse gas emissions by 01 at the latest, with
emissions falling by 50-80% below 2000 levels by 2050 and in particular will need industrialized
countries to reduce their emissions by 25% to 40% before 2020, and by 80% to 95% before 2050.
This represents a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions of about 5% per year, every year.
It could be worse than this rising global temperatures will also tip the planet’s ecological balance,
disrupting ecosystems in ways that provoke production of more greenhouse gas emissions in a
feedback effect leading to a catastrophic acceleration of climate change. Two examples of positive
feedback illustrate the risk as soil temperatures rise, soil bacteria respire more, generating more
carbon dioxide. As air temperatures rise, tropical forests die back, releasing the carbon they contain
to the atmosphere, thereby accelerating the temperature rise. recent paper estimates that such
feedbacks already account for about 18% of global warming.6
More than two degrees warming would result in:
•
•
•

Globally decreasing agricultural productivity, exposing millions more to hunger and leading to
increasing social unrest and conﬂict.
p to billion more people at risk of water shortages by 0 0, rising sea levels would be
destroying coastal cities and farmland, making millions more homeless.
Overall, one billion people could be climate refugees by 0 0.

More than four degrees warming would lead to major changes exceeding the adaptive capacity of
many geophysical, biological and socio-economic systems. If we’re not on track to sorting out our
emissions by 01 , we could be committed to this.
So if a technology cannot be developed and deployed in the next decade or so, it is of little use as
a response to climate change. Waiting decades for technologies to come on stream before making
cuts in emissions could prove disastrous.

chapter I - introduction - technoﬁxation
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Asking the right questions

‘We can’t solve problems by
using the same kind of thinking
we used when we created them.’
Albert Einstein

Proposed technological solutions often fail to
address the complexities of the problems the
world faces because they fail to ask the right
questions. grofuels are indeed the solution to
the transport problem if one asks the very limited
question how can people run their cars without oil?’ rather than the more complex question ‘how can people get where they need to go without
contributing to climate change ’ nswers to the latter question might include limiting the need for
travel by relocalising jobs and services, or investment in low-carbon public transport. sking the right
questions in a time of necessary change can lead to solutions which, far from being merely poor substitutes for old ways of doing things, are in fact better alternatives with real social beneﬁts. Positive
change can happen in a crisis. But positive change is about much more than technology a framework is needed to assess the proposed technologies in a systemic context. This section tries to ask
some useful questions.
The politics of technology
The debate around technological solutions ranges wider than questioning the risks and beneﬁts of
a particular device or technological system. Some of the issues are general, others are speciﬁc to
technologies proposed as solutions to climate change.
In part, the issue of technology is a question of values, in which the dominant position is currently
held by those who might broadly be described as technological optimists. The optimist’ position
maintains that
•

The general direction of technological development is right and positive (hence ‘technological progress’).

•

The drawbacks and risks of technologies are outweighed by the beneﬁts further technological progress will compensate those seen to have lost out in earlier stages of the process
and will rectify the problems caused by existing technologies.

•

Technology can solve social problems.

The alternative to the optimist position could be called technological scepticism’. This approach
argues that
•

The balance between costs and beneﬁts to society from a given technology is often neutral
or negative.

•

The supposed inevitability and rightness of technological progress is a myth.

•

Social problems require social solutions. The belief that technological solutions can be
found to social problems, and to problems caused by earlier technological development, is
a dangerous illusion which fails to address the political and social causes of those problems.

•

Technologies are inherently political and a given technology presupposes and/or encourages a certain structure of control and organisation.

For example, nuclear power has major political implications since it requires very large-scale developments; a high
level of scientiﬁc and safety expertise; hierarchical, strictly-controlled organisation and armed security. In turn, a society using nuclear power must continue to have these political or social elements to maintain the technology. Whatever
one’s opinions of nuclear power as a practical means of electricity generation or a solution to greenhouse gas emissions, it is inherently incompatible with a locally-organised, small-scale, demilitarised economic and social model. This
is an extreme example, but one could also look at how mechanised, chemically-aided agriculture presupposes a structure in which farmers have cash for capital inputs, have large enough holdings to make ﬁxed investments worthwhile,
and produce primarily for sale rather than home consumption. The introduction of such a technological system into a
society based on high levels of self-sufﬁciency and a non-cash economy where small holdings are cultivated part-time
will therefore lead to social change, in which, as with any change, there will be both winners and losers.
It is a mistake to presume that technology is in itself neutral and becomes political only as a result of how it is used
and implemented. For one thing, there is no such thing as an abstract, neutral ‘technology’, only existing, actual ‘technologies’. These technologies always interact with power and social structures, usually though not always supporting
the status quo - corporate power in the global system.
Chapter discusses corporations’ interests in technology in more detail
might inﬂuence assessment of proposed technological developments.

this chapter looks at what considerations

Questions for assessing just and effective climate change mitigation technologies
Who owns the technology?
ot just the hardware power stations, pipelines but the patents and other intellectual property. ome technologies
in particular second-generation agrofuels, hydrogen, nano-solar are likely to be dominated by a few companies
owning fundamental patents and charging royalties for their use. ow will this affect deployment if these technologies
can be made to work With over four thousand patents on clean technologies’ granted in 006 in the
alone,9 is it
legitimate that possible solutions to climate change be held to ransom
Who controls the technology?
This is a question of control, and of democracy. If supplies are short, who gets them
pay

those in need, or those who can

Beyond this, who should decide what the solutions to climate change are and which technologies represent the best
way forward
ow can these decisions be made democratically with participation from the people who will be most affected
overnments make decisions on which technologies to support through public funding. But much more money
comes from the private sector, which invests based on potential for proﬁt, not social beneﬁt. And even then, government money often follows the corporate lead corporations are widely represented on the esearch Councils and
other bodies which make public funding decisions.
Who gains from the technology? Who loses?
Is the balance of winners and losers just or equitable? For example, agrofuels beneﬁt the companies that grow and
trade them. They may keep fuel prices down for vehicle owners, but push up food prices for everyone, and cause land
conﬂicts between plantations and small farmers.
New technologies can also improve social justice: for example deployment of small-scale hydroelectric systems can
make reliable, cheap, controllable electricity supplies available to people in areas without a centralised grid.
In most discourse on climate mitigation, economic efﬁciency is prized above social justice. But promoting new technologies which do not help social justice will entrench and exacerbate existing problems, making them all the harder to
deal with in the future. Preferring those new technologies which intrinsically promote equality, democratic control and
accessibility has wider beneﬁts than the simple reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
In relation to climate change, emissions have largely been the fault of the over-consuming rich, while the impacts are
being felt most strongly by people in poorer countries. Climate change itself is thus a social justice issue and it is doubly unjust to promote solutions which would worsen the position of those who are already suffering.
chapter II - techno-ﬁx approach / issues and alternatives - 10

Inter-generational justice must also be considered - does a technology impose costs on future generations without
conferring any beneﬁts? For example, nuclear waste must be stored indeﬁnitely, long after power stations are closed
down; captured and stored carbon dioxide would have to be monitored for centuries after cheap fossil-fuel reserves
have been exhausted.
How sustainable is the technology?
Greenhouse gas emissions reductions alone are not sufﬁcient evidence of a technology’s beneﬁts. Does the technology deplete other resources, for example by consumption of rare minerals or through its impact on natural ecosystems and biodiversity Does it have other pollution impacts, such as hazardous waste Does it encourage or rely on
other damaging activities? For example, carbon capture and storage relies on coal mining and encourages greater
oil extraction when used for ‘enhanced oil recovery’. Can the technology continue to be used in the long term without
increasing negative impacts
What scale of operations can the technology reach?
If a technology is being presented as the answer to a problem, eg a new source of vehicle fuel, it needs to be available at a sufﬁcient scale. So, for example, waste cooking oil is a sustainable source of vehicle fuel, but only available
in very small quantities. First-generation agrofuels, even if social justice and sustainability issues could be overcome,
could never supply current world vehicle fuel use.
calability does not rule out a technology as such, but it is a crucial means of detecting hype around wrong answers
which are promoted to allow continuation of business as usual.
When will it be available?
Climate science shows that emissions need to start falling within the next few years, and fall massively in 20 to 30
years. Technologies that are unlikely to be available at an effective scale within that timeframe are not helpful resources should be diverted from these to more immediately available systems and to ones which can be proven to
work.
The focus of governments and corporations on emissions targets for 0 0 can also be viewed as part of a distraction
strategy. 0 0 is conveniently distant a target for 0 0 allows time to continue business-as-usual in the short term
in the expectation of future technological breakthroughs. Tough targets for 2050 are not tough at all. Where are the
techno-ﬁx plans for a peak in global emissions by 2015?

Problems with techno-ﬁxation
Ignoring the scale and source of the problem
Focusing on technological solutions ignores how the problem of climate change is caused, why it continues to worsen
and how much needs to be done to stop it.
Climate change is the result of over-consumption of fossil fuels and of forest and land resources; about one third of
emissions currently come from deforestation and agriculture.10 This consumption continues to grow in line with economic growth. Technological improvements will not tackle overconsumption or growth in demand; this requires radical
changes to economic systems. Without such changes, any technology-based emissions reductions will eventually be
eaten up by continued rising demand for energy and consumer goods – efﬁciency gains will be converted into greater
consumption not long-term reduced emissions. Technologies which encourage consumers to maintain high energy
use and fossil fuel dependency, such as carbon capture and storage, fail to address unsustainable consumption levels
which are the basis of rich country economies and the cause of both climate change and other critical sustainability
crises such as declining soil fertility and fresh water supplies.
Even the IPCC now suggests that 85% cuts in global greenhouse gas emissions are needed by 2050,11 other sources
suggest as much as 90% reductions for the UK by 2030.1 Technology simply cannot deliver these levels of reduction
without accompanying changes to demand, which requires economic and social transformation.
Techno-ﬁxation has masked the incompatibility of solving climate change with unlimited economic growth. A rational
approach to a certain problem and a set of uncertain solutions might be to say that consumption should be limited to
sustainable levels from now, with the possibility of increasing in future when new technologies come on stream. Instead the approach taken has been to continue consuming to the same destructive levels in the expectation that new
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technologies will come on stream. The persistent claim that a solution is just around the corner has allowed politicians
and corporations to cling to the mantra that tackling climate change will not impact on economic growth. In 00 , in
his address to the World conomic Forum, Tony Blair said If we put forward, as a solution to climate change, something that would impact on economic growth, it matters not how justiﬁed it is, it will simply not be agreed to emphasis
added ’.1 While this view may be slowly changing, it has delayed real action for years.
Climate change cannot be viewed in isolation
Climate change is not the only crisis currently facing the planet. Peak oil the point at which demand for oil outstrips
available supply is likely to become a major issue within the coming decade; while competition for land and water, deforestation and destruction of ecosystems, soil fertility depletion and collapse of ﬁsheries are already posing increasing problems for food supply and survival in many parts of the world. That’s on top of the perpetual issues of equity
and social justice.
Technological solutions to climate change generally fail to address most of these issues, except where they may
reduce oil use. et even without climate change, this systemic environmental and social crisis threatens society, and
demands deeper solutions than new technology alone can provide.
Scarcity of investment
overnments spend a limited amount of money on mitigating climate change. Investment in energy
D research
and development increased massively in the 19 0s as a result of the 19 OP C oil embargo, but in the last 0
years
D investment as a proportion of DP has continually declined to the point where it is roughly comparable to
pre-19 levels.1 Where this investment goes is a major issue. While it makes sense to research many options for
mitigating climate change, time and resources are limited.
In this context, it is worth looking at the distinction between inventions, or technological breakthroughs, and engineering improvements.
Some proposed technologies rely on things which simply don’t exist yet; synthetic microbes which ‘eat’ carbon dioxide
and excrete hydrocarbons; a safe and efﬁcient system for distributing and using hydrogen vehicle fuel; nuclear fusion
power. This is not in itself an argument against any investment in these technological possibilities, but it is an argument against reliance on such future technological breakthroughs. Claims that something which doesn’t exist yet will
solve a known problem, and that it should take most of the available resources, should be viewed simply as a stalling
tactic on the part of vested interests.
Other technologies exist, but are beneﬁting from ongoing improvement; the efﬁciency and cost-effectiveness of photovoltaic solar panels; devices for exploiting wave and tidal power; energy-efﬁcient electrical appliances. These areas
can be relied on to improve, though the timescale may be unpredictable. This is where technology investment needs
to focus.
t present, it is the technologies that allow business-as-usual to continue that are receiving the lion’s share of investment, regardless of either potential beneﬁt or feasibility. Investment in agrofuels or CCS means less investment in
wave power, in decentralised energy or in economic and social changes to limit the need for high energy consumption.
The
government is investing 1 9m
9m in agrofuels in 00 .1 10bn
.9bn is being spent on an international experimental nuclear fusion reactor in France.16 Diverting this money away from more immediately practical
solutions makes the target of peaking greenhouse gas emissions by 01 less achievable. It both delays the transition
to a low-carbon economy and endangers the future by making devastating climate change more likely.
Transition
Transition the period of change between the high-emitting societies of today and a distant sustainable future, is a hot
topic. But while this change must come, the transition’ discourse coming from governments and corporations is frequently a cover for arguments that would permit use of technologies in the short term which are known to be unjustiﬁable in the long term – geoengineering, ﬁrst generation agrofuels, ‘carbon-capture ready’ coal ﬁred power stations are
argued to be necessary now. But why argely to prevent serious change to the rich world’s over-consuming lifestyles.
The discourse of transition delays the inevitable. When is the real transition to a low-emission, more equitable society
even going to start
ow long is it going to last
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The other parts of the solution - alternatives to techno-ﬁxation
Technological change is part of the solution. But only part. It is useful only as long as it is compatible with, and preferably supports, other changes to the way society works. ven though these changes are not the focus of this report, a
brief summary follows.
Economic change
Current government approaches to climate change consist largely of tinkering with policy and expecting the market to
deliver emissions reductions. But the market doesn’t want to deliver emissions reductions, it wants to deliver proﬁts.
Carbon prices are an arbitrary ﬁgure unrelated to the real social and environmental cost of emissions. Meanwhile, policies which may harm’ the economy have been shied away from. This green capitalist approach is asking the wrong
question. Instead of asking how to continue to grow the economy while living on the limited resources left on this
planet, it should be asking why is economic growth seen as more important than survival
What is growth and do we need it?
The current global economic system is based on the assumption of indeﬁnite growth. While ongoing growth in some
areas is possible without more consumption of natural resources and emissions of greenhouse gases, this covers only
relatively small sectors of the economy some services and purely information-based products. rowth of the whole
global economy means consumption of an ever-increasing amount of goods, using an ever-increasing quantity of energy, mineral, agricultural and forest resources. ven if energy intensity per unit of economic activity can be reduced,
ongoing growth eats up the improvement and overall energy consumption still rises. enewable energy alone cannot decouple consumption from climate change just because energy sources are called renewable’ does not mean
there is an inﬁnite amount available that can be accessed sustainably.
conomic growth itself is not a measure of human well-being it only measures things with an assessed monetary
value. It values wants at the same level as needs, and through its tendency to concentrate proﬁt in fewer and fewer
hands, leaves billions without the necessities of a decent life. eplacing the idea of growth as the main objective of the
economy would require not just changes to government measures and targets, but fundamental changes to ﬁnancial
systems, to the operation of large corporations also based on the assumption of unlimited growth , and to people’s
own expectations of progress and success. Building a new paradigm of economic democracy, based on meeting human needs equitably and sustainably, is at least as big a challenge as climate change itself, but if human society as
we know it is to succeed, the two are inseparable.
Political action
Politics is about decision making. ffective and just solutions to climate change need decision making that involves
everyone who is affected by the results of the decision – not just deals between those who stand to proﬁt. Currently
policy making focuses on creating market incentives, which leaves it up to capital to make decisions.
s well as being in thrall to economic growth, current political systems are not equipped to deal with long-term issues.
Five-year election cycles and a party system based on petty point-scoring make it almost impossible for politicians to
co-ordinate a decades-long process of change. Tinkering with market incentives will not deal with climate change
effort needs to go into long-term planning and real, hard decisions. If this is to happen, co-operation and maturity will
be needed, along with a re-engagement of the population in real politics. The hold of corporate interests over political decisions must be broken – privileging proﬁt over sustainability and equity deﬁes democracy and leads to exactly
those wrong answers current governments are pursuing.
Social change
Conscious social change means creating systems which allow and encourage people to meet their needs within the
limits of the planet’s resources. Individual action cutting my carbon footprint’ is not enough even if everyone were
willing to try, too many things cannot be dealt with as individuals. We have to ﬁnd common-interest groups and work
collectively, whether as geographical communities or through other connections, to restructure relationships for a lowcarbon society.
The seeds of this movement are already here, even in the UK. For example, ‘Transition Towns’ groups are systematically looking at the impacts of their community and creating a programme for co-operating to progressively tackle each
one and cut carbon by the timescales required. Communities creating their own sustainability action plans show up
what local councils and national government are doing, or failing to do, and to put in place real solutions.
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Let’s take the transport system as an example. As described in chapter 4, there is no viable techno-ﬁx for the fossil
fuels that cars run on or planes for that matter . The solution has to be to reduce the need for people to travel and
goods to be transported. This could be done by making necessary amenities accessible as far as possible within walking distance; commuting less by working less or working closer to home; eating seasonal food suitable for growing
locally; necessary transport could be public or pooled. This requires major changes, but they could have positive side
effects revitalising communities, reducing stress, reducing deaths and injuries on the roads.
Wider changes involve reassessing what we value. Consumerism tries to teach us to value possessions, not people,
not to think, and to be dependent. Drive, don’t walk. Buy ready meals, don’t cook, let alone grow your own food. Buy
new stuff, don’t ﬁx the old stuff (you can’t ﬁx it anyway – it’s designed so you can’t take it apart). Local or organic – the
choice is too complicated for our poor little shopper’s brains, we’re told, so just buy the cheap one. To some extent, we
all resist the call to dependency, and we know possessions aren’t everything. We could create a culture which encourages this knowledge rather than chips away at it. Increasing the resistance and re-learning practical skills, self-reliance and non-commercial relationships is at the heart of the social change we need to deal with the over-consumption
that causes climate change.
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The problems with a technological approach to
climate change are in many ways inseparable from
the problems with the market-based, corporate-led
political approach. overnments have responded
to concern about climate change by establishing
inadequate targets for emissions cuts and incentives for industry to meet them. Because the implementation of solutions is being left to the market,
analysing the response of corporations to climate
change is key to an assessment of how effective
technological solutions will be.

‘‘The way to get the green is to
go green.’
Newsweek, March 200717

From denial to capture - corporations and climate change
Who these days doesn’t say they are concerned about climate change The bizarre situation has
arisen where the majority of information about an environmental issue is coming from corporations.
Fifteen years ago this would probably have been shocking, particularly for those executives now trying to convince the world of their concern for the planet.
Business strategy on climate change saw a major split in the late 90s. An inﬂuential group of companies saw that simply denying that climate change is happening was not going to wash and that more
subtle and complex strategies were needed to deal with the threat that tackling climate change would
pose to corporate proﬁts.
The denialist propaganda campaign on climate change grew from, and was initially modelled on, the
tobacco industry’s efforts to discredit evidence of the link between smoking and cancer. The tobacco
industry employed front groups’ to question a range of issues which they classed as junk science’,
including both the cancer issue and climate change.1 The growing threat of action on climate change
led to the creation of the lobal Climate Coalition CC predominantly led by oil companies and
car manufacturers, to sow doubt about climate science and forestall political efforts to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions.19 But as the tobacco industry’s denialist campaign ﬂoundered, with lawsuits
taken out against the tobacco giants, 0 so the sheer tide of evidence for climate change undermined
the denialist position, and the high-emitting companies began to change tack.
far better strategy than denial was to be seen to take the lead on the issue, to make sure that,
since policy makers are going to have to tackle this issue, they tackle it in a way that is as businessfriendly as possible. In 199 major companies began defecting from the CC, making grand public
statements about how they had seen the light on climate change and were going green. 1 Oil companies rebranded themselves as ‘energy’ companies and made high-proﬁle purchases in wind and
solar energy. This was heralded by many
Os as a major step forward.
Climate denial is now basically dead in the water, with the
as its last major stronghold. owever,
it was an effective strategy if one recognises that the point of denial was not to win the debate but
to make it look as though a debate existed, and thereby delay the inevitability of governments taking
climate change seriously. By playing themselves off against the demon deniers, the more positive,
capitalism is the solution’, rebranded companies have been very successful. o the twin strategy of
denial and false solutions may in fact have worked better for industry than an either or approach.
The third strategy for delay is distraction, particularly using new technologies. Companies may invest
in a technology as a PR exercise without it having any real prospects for solving the problem. This
can be seen as buying time to allow destructive sectors such as the oil, coal, aviation and automobile

industries to continue to make big proﬁts as people wait for the technological ‘alternatives’ to arrive. In effect, companies are saying to the public Don’t worry about climate change, we’ve got it covered. We may not have everything
right yet but trust us we’re getting there.’ This is the underlying message of every corporate sustainability report from
B T to eneral lectric. Technologies are being used for spin by governments and corporations - the independent of
sources of information are crucial.
Alongside the staged public debate, corporations’ inﬂuence on government has given them a powerful voice in the
development of climate change policies. With the support of the corporate elite, l ore led the
team in the negotiations for what became the yoto Protocol, and achieved a massive victory for business interests by introducing
emissions trading mechanisms. This meant that polluters had license to continue to pollute see below .

What do corporations want?
Proﬁts
Corporations are legally obliged to put proﬁt above all other considerations.
ny seemingly positive actions will
always be the ones the companies think will be in the best interest of their proﬁt margins. Agrofuels companies talk
about climate change; nilever, the food and personal care’ giant, faces rising prices for raw materials, particularly
palm oil, as a result of agrofuel demand and has thus published a report warning of the environmental dangers of
agrofuels. Companies’ concerns about climate change are motivated by self-interest. Proof of this can be found in
the investments these companies make. BP invests in solar but is still busy building new oil pipelines. The same oil
companies that say they have the problem in hand are pouring money not only into new oilﬁelds but into tar-sands and
shale oil fossil fuel sources with even higher emissions than conventional crude oil.
It is permitted for company directors to act based on protecting future proﬁts, which could include working to prevent
a major crisis in the society in which the company operates. But to do this effectively would require collaboration
between many companies without collaboration, the leaders in scaling back emissions would see their short-term
proﬁtability damaged and be savaged by the stock markets. Collaboration between large numbers of companies for
anything other than immediate interests eg lobbying against restrictive legislation is almost unknown at present.
Moreover, dealing with climate change would inevitably be the death-knell for some industries these companies
would be unlikely to sign up.
ven if collaboration were to take place, it would still be predicated on corporations’ long-term interests, which are not
the same as the long-term interests of society.
Market based mechanisms
Corporations want to avoid any regulation that would impact on their ability to make proﬁts. Market based mechanisms, where companies are given ﬁnancial incentives to encourage them to cut down emissions through tax breaks
or emissions trading schemes, are more acceptable to most companies if the alternative is regulation. Market based
mechanisms work on the logic that corporations will work in the best interest of society if only the rewards are right.
ee section on carbon trading.
Predictability
Second only to proﬁts, corporations want a predictable business environment. In relation to climate policy, this means
knowledge of what taxes on pollution will be charged, what subsidies for energy efﬁciency will be paid and what public
investment in new technologies will be available, as well as knowing whether government policy is likely to support or
oppose particular infrastructure developments such as new coal-ﬁred power stations, airports or wind farms. Corporations can adapt to a more restrictive environment though they will lobby very hard to avoid it but only if they know
that environment will be reliable years into the future.
Competitive advantage
By investing ahead of the rest of the ﬁeld in new technologies and pushing for favourable market based mechanisms,
companies hope to be able to gain advantage over their competitors. They can also reap rewards from the P beneﬁts associated with being seen to be in the vanguard.
Focus on lifestyles
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It suits corporations and government to portray the climate change problem as one of consumer choices rather than
economic structures. This shifts responsibility away from producers and legislators while ignoring government’s role
as representatives defending the public interest and the corporate role of stimulating desires and over-consumption.
Consumption becomes the solution, not the problem.
Large-scale, mass-produced, ongoing solutions
ome products and markets are more suited to domination by large corporations than others because of economies
of scale, proﬁt margins, labour-to-capital ratios, opportunities for standardisation (or lack of them), and various other
factors. Thus, for example, the oil trade is dominated by huge transnational corporations, while hairdressing is almost
entirely the preserve of very small businesses.
In the growing markets for emissions-reduction technologies, it can be seen how the large-scale, centralised technologies (nuclear power, dams, tidal barrages, coal-ﬁred power stations with carbon capture and storage), or mass-produced technologies which create an ongoing market by selling a quickly consumed product agrofuels, hydrogen are
achieving most of the hype and investment, while technologies which require smaller, more individualised installation
and are likely to involve an end product which is a one-off purchase of equipment river-run hydroelectricity, farmscale biogas production, solar thermal are relatively neglected, despite having greater emissions reductions relative
to the energy they produce. The classic renewables technologies, wind and photovoltaic solar panels, fall somewhere
between the extremes. The big corporations are concentrating where the proﬁts are, and avoiding the markets where
smaller ﬁrms would have an advantage.

Carbon trading - how it works and its effect on new technologies
Why carbon trading is important for this report
Carbon trading is not a technology, it is a mechanism promoted by governments and corporations for encouraging
emissions reductions. t present, it is the dominant system for meeting emissions targets. s such, it has an important
inﬂuence over which technologies are taken up and how technological innovation occurs.
Carbon trading is also of interest as it demonstrates how far corporate involvement in negotiations on climate change
treaties has created a corporate-friendly but unworkable system based entirely on free-market ideology.
What is carbon trading?
Carbon trading attempts to tackle greenhouse gas emissions by turning the use of the arth’s carbon cycling capacity
into a commodity which can be valued and exchanged in a market. A limit (or cap) is placed on the amount of greenhouse gases that can be emitted, and this amount is divided up among those wishing to pollute. Carbon trading is the
key mechanism introduced through the Kyoto Protocol, by which industrialised countries (known in the treaty as Annex
1 countries seek to meet their emissions reduction targets. In urope emissions are traded through the uropean
missions Trading cheme
T .
The type of emissions trading scheme introduced by the Kyoto Protocol is a hybrid system which allows polluters who
have emitted more than their quota to:
1. Buy rights to pollute from polluters that have emitted less than their quota - this is called cap and trade.
2. Buy credits from poorer, non-Annex 1 countries. Credits are created through ‘carbon saving’ projects
(such as factory efﬁciency improvements, tree plantations, or renewable energy projects) - this is called
baseline and credit.
The yoto Protocol introduced two of these baseline-and-credit schemes the Clean Development Mechanism CDM
for non-Annex 1 countries (eg projects in the South) and Joint Implementation (JI) for projects in other Annex 1 countries eg projects in astern uropean countries .
The cost of emissions permits the carbon price is negotiated by the market. t the time of writing, the
current
carbon price hovers around €22-24/tonne carbon dioxide. In theory, carbon trading should result in a set level of emissions cuts being made in the cheapest way possible.
The way quotas are divided up has been based largely on how much countries emit already. Countries have negotiated national quotas as part of the yoto process and have passed on a portion of their quota to heavy industry and
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energy sectors free of charge. In the UK 46% of the national quota was handed out to around 1,000 installations,
amounting to a total asset transfer of
billion
. bn .

Main actors
Kyoto Annex 1 countries:
ustralia, ustria, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech epublic, Denmark, stonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Monaco, etherlands, ew ealand, orway, Poland, Portugal, omania, ussian Federation, lovakia, lovenia, pain, weden, witzerland, Turkey, kraine, nited ingdom.
Countries selling most CDM credits:
China, Brazil, Korea and India (together totalling 86% of CDM credits)
Carbon Exchanges, Brokers, Traders:
European Climate Exchange (ECX), Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX), Ecosecurities, Point Carbon, Climex,
endeCO ,
CDM and JI Credit Veriﬁers:
Det Norske Veritas, TÜV Süddeutschland, SGS Société Générale de Surveillance, Japan Quality Assurance
Lobby groups:
nvironmental Markets ssociation, International missions Trading ssociation, International Petroleum Industry nvironmental Conservation ssociation, Transatlantic Business Dialogue,
Companies in receipt of largest numbers of free credits from UK government:
Corus, E.ON, RWE, EDF, Keadby Generation (owners of Fiddlers Ferry and other power stations), Drax, Scottish
Power, Shell, BP, Exxon Mobil, Centrica, British Energy, Blue Circle (owners of Lafarge Cement), Total, Scottish
and outhern nergy
NGOs:
World

esources Institute, nvironmental Defence, WWF

Extreme complexity makes it unworkable
Carbon trading critic arry ohmann points out that the yoto Protocol’s market has set up one of the most centralised, opaque, complicated and jargon-ridden international processes ever seen, while the
T is perhaps the
most complex, impenetrable piece of environmental legislation Europe has ever known.’
missions trading advocates point to the success of emissions trading in dealing with sulphur dioxide emissions in the USA. But emissions
trading has been tested only in one country, with limited success and under very different conditions. 6
For an emissions trading scheme to work there needs to be adequate monitoring of emissions, enforcement of penalties and a limited number of sources of emissions. These conditions do not exist with carbon trading. The level of
greenhouse gases countries emit cannot be precisely quantiﬁed in the way that is necessary for the system to really
work. One study puts the level of uncertainty at 4-21%, another 10-30%. The
nvironment gency states that
40% of sites do not have satisfactory monitoring of emissions. 9 In addition there are massively more sources of emissions for carbon dioxide than there are for sulphur dioxide. John Henry, a businessman with successful experience in
brokering US sulphur dioxide emissions permits, said that - given the lack of ability to monitor so many source points
and the absence of a national regulatory enforcement mechanism international carbon trading will give the mechanism of emissions trading a bad name.’ 0
These are just the problems with cap-and-trade. Baseline-and-credit trading is even more complicated accurately
verifying emissions from projects is almost impossible. It is in the interest of all parties to exaggerate the emissions
saved. If baseline-and-credit projects are to compensate for increased emissions in industrialised countries, they need
to save more carbon than would have been emitted otherwise if the carbon credit money had not been available to the
project the baseline’ emissions scenario . o the project has to demonstrate that if it did not go ahead there would be
more emissions, and that the project can only go ahead because carbon credit money is available.
In reality, any baseline’ scenario that a company puts forward will be full of assumptions that cannot be proven and
any variation in the assumptions will give wildly different ﬁgures of how much carbon is saved. There is a strong
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incentive for projects to inﬂate the level of emissions in the ‘baseline’ scenario so that they gain more credits. There
is also a strong incentive for companies to apply for carbon credits for projects that would have happened anyway.
A representative of the Asian Development Bank admitted that their ﬁrst reaction to the CDM was to go through their
portfolio to ﬁnd already existing projects that they could gain additional money for through carbon credits. 1 In addition,
carbon credits are awarded for maintaining carbon sinks in soils and tree plantations. The science behind these kind
of projects is very uncertain and it is simply impossible to give an accurate idea of how much carbon is saved, if any.
These spurious carbon credits are being used to compensate for real emissions in the orth this is like paying your
gas bill with Monopoly money. ince CDM credits are two to four times cheaper than buying emissions credits through
the
T ,
companies have every incentive to buy these cheap credits even if they are not worth the paper
they are written on. This makes the whole system a sham.
Creating perverse incentives
Where it is expensive for a company to make the necessary adaptations to meet its emissions quota, it is more likely
to buy credits from abroad than invest. hort term, bare-minimum compliance is incentivised over investment in long
term emissions reductions in the orth.
Southern governments are rewarded for imposing lax environmental standards so that baseline emissions scenarios
are high and projects can gain large amounts of carbon credits. outh frica’s Department of Mines and nergy has
admitted that it faced pressure from the private sector not to make renewable energy targets too stringent, for fear
future CDM projects will not be able to prove they are better than what would have happened otherwise.
Carbon trading favours cheaper ways of reducing emissions. The cheap and easy changes are not necessarily the
ones that are most important to make. ome emissions reduction measures can encourage a shift towards greater reductions in future. Other measures involve one off changes that do not lead to wider change or have additional social
or environmental beneﬁts. For example, a certain amount of emissions might be saved by improving the efﬁciency of a
factory as a one off measure. The same amount of savings might be made by changing behaviour patterns to reduce
demand for energy that would lead to vastly multiplied cuts in future. The type of emissions reductions has knock-on
effects which can be at least as important as the overall level.
Awarding valuable property rights for free to the worst polluters
The carbon trading system replaces the polluter pays’ principle with the polluter buys its way out’ or even the polluter
proﬁts’ principle.
In urope, rights to pollute have been given out for free to the 11,
worst polluting installations. Companies have
had massive inﬂuence in the negotiating process, lobbying for a low overall cap and for high emissions quotas for
their company, meaning they can stay below their cap easily and sell surplus permits at a proﬁt to emitters in industries with less inﬂuence. In the UK, companies such as BP and Shell have been granted millions of pounds in windfall
proﬁts while the NHS is forced to pay tens of thousands of pounds to buy extra allowances. 6 In 2005, such ‘exceptions’ meant the total number of allowances awarded by the EU exceeded the cap by 10%. This translated to €1.8bn
1. bn of free money for destructive corporations.
This new system of private property rights is a major concern in and of itself. overnments are giving away rights to
what should be seen as a public good. This is privatisation. istory shows that when property rights are created they
are more easily concentrated in the hands of the most powerful actors in society. In this case heavy polluters are being awarded the right to pollute. This will entrench their expectations of further privileges when new emissions targets
are negotiated. s the cap gets ratcheted down, these companies stand in a strong position for lobbying to retain their
high allowances, leaving other sectors such as domestic heating, public sector bodies and the transport sector to bear
the burden of higher emissions cuts. This also translates to the global level as Northern countries will ﬁght to retain
their high share of rights to emit.
Perpetuating reliance on fossil fuels
Carbon trading is aimed at making the dominant fossil-fuel-based model work more efﬁciently, not in pushing for radical change towards a lower carbon model. s arry ohmann points out While trading schemes can in theory save
participating private ﬁrms money in reducing emissions of speciﬁc substances, to a particular degree, over particular
time periods, and within a particular larger technological system, the same schemes are unlikely to be the best choice
if the objective is to save money for society or industry as a whole, or attain a more general environmental improvement, or make more drastic reductions with long-term goals in mind, or bring about a change in a larger technological
system.’ 9
Carbon trading does little more than squander ingenuity and resources on making small reﬁnements to technologies
that need phasing out. This is also true of the CDM: 72% of CDM projects have been end-of-pipe add-ons at highchapter III - corporate dominated approach - 19

emitting factories. Far from rewarding renewable energy projects with strong development beneﬁts, the CDM in fact
rewards ‘well-ﬁnanced, high-polluting operations capable of hiring professional validators of counter-factual scenarios’. 0
As CDM expert Ben Pearson points out: ‘A mechanism designed to promote climate protection...should be reducing
the number of coal and oil projects, not providing them with a new revenue stream and diverting ﬁnancing from renewable projects.’ 1
Unacceptable negative impacts on communities and the environment
ince heavy polluting sites can buy their way out of emissions cuts, carbon trading does nothing to improve the lives
of local communities suffering as a result of other pollution associated with heavy industry and fossil fuel based power
generation. These polluters are generally concentrated in poorer areas.
In addition, the cheap credits that allow companies to continue polluting poor communities in the orth are all too
often produced at the expense of communities in the South. CDM projects have been associated with land grabs,
water and soil depletion, human rights abuses and pollution in communities. The CDM also fails to reward the many
smaller-scale projects that offer real beneﬁts for communities since they yield too few credits to be worth the cost of
the bureaucracy.
Conclusion
Carbon trading has not pushed corporations into investing in the long term future of the planet. Instead, it has taught
them how to lobby for more emissions permits, ﬁnd ways of passing on costs to customers, locate cheap carbon credits abroad, present a green face to the public, keep fossil fuels such as gas as an option, and make marginal efﬁciency
improvements. Responding to and ﬁnding ways to proﬁt from carbon prices is one thing; taking practical long-term
action on climate change quite another.

Why corporations do not have the answer to climate change

Corporations may fool the market, but they can’t fool the climate.
While it may be true that some corporations are beginning to ﬁnd their own self-interest aligned with tackling climate
change and are seeking to proﬁt from the solution to the crisis, and while some individuals within corporations undoubtedly are genuinely concerned, the basic approach remains a problem.
Proﬁt-maximising self-interest, even for a company trying to proﬁt from solutions to climate change, is still a perverse
incentive. Corporations have a history of making false claims in order to increase proﬁts on every issue; from efﬁcacy
of pharmaceuticals, to levels of oil reserves, to the impact of their operations on communities in the global outh.
Publicity about technological solutions to climate change is no exception – hype wins over investors and sells products
for a while .
For example, in its 2001 sustainability report, Shell predicted that, in the medium term, drivers would be able to travel
00 km on two litre canisters of hydrogen bought from vending machines at garage forecourts. This prediction bore
no relation to developments in hydrogen technology (see below). The aviation industry is still using out-dated ﬁgures
to proclaim that its impact on the climate is much lower than the public perceives it to be.
missions from agrofuel
production are turning out to be even worse than from fossil fuel use, but corporations developing these fuels have
turned a blind eye to the impacts in the pursuit of proﬁt, while wrapping themselves in claims of being ‘green’.
uch claims can delay investment in more useful technologies or cover up continuing emissions while the corporations
proﬁt. Carbon accountants might be convinced, emissions reductions credits may be sold, but as far as the climate is
concerned the emissions are still there and climate change is no closer to being dealt with.
The Cleantech Boom
‘When industry giants such as GE, Toyota, and Sharp and investment ﬁrms such as Goldman Sachs
are making multi-billion dollar investments in clean technology, the message is clear. Developing
clean technologies is no longer a social issue championed by environmentalists; it’s a money-making
enterprise moving solidly into the business mainstream.’45
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How the world of corporate-sponsored techno-ﬁxes currently works can easily be seen from the markets. ‘Cleantech’
is set to be the new Dot Com, the new Biotech, the new technological wave that will change the world and make major
proﬁts for those companies that are able to ride the wave. Shaking off its environmentalist image in order to appeal
to the business mainstream, cleantech’ refers to any product, service, or process that delivers value using limited
or zero non-renewable resources and/or creates signiﬁcantly less waste than conventional offerings.’ 6 It covers four
main sectors energy, transport, materials and water. In 006, the clean energy sector alone was valued at
. bn
. bn by researchers at Clean dge. Researchers at Lux Research, experts in emerging technologies, have produced the ﬁrst major analysts report into the sector and count the number of cleantech start-ups at 1,500 worldwide.
Technology booms happen when a whole number of factors come together. Cleantech analysts describe a perfect
storm’ of factors which have contributed to its growth
Climate change and peak oil
ising oil prices, government demand for energy security and the potential costs of emitting greenhouse
gases due to the carbon market have created incentives for business to invest in cleantech.
Emerging markets
conomic growth in China, India and many other countries in sia, frica and outh merica means
investing in cleaner technologies, not least because there are not enough fossil fuels to go round. Millions
of people are moving from rural areas to cities and economic growth means more people want access to
electricity and other services, In 006, China committed to investing up to 1 0bn 90bn over 1 years in
clean energy. 9 Companies are chomping at the bit to maximise the opportunity to proﬁt from serving these
emerging markets’.
Technological convergence
ew developments in nanotechnology, biotech and information technologies mean that there could be
massive opportunities for the creation of new, more efﬁcient and cheaper materials, processes and products.
Competition
Cities, regions and countries are beginning to compete to be the global hub for manufacturing and
developing new clean technologies by offering subsidies and tax incentives.
Capital
Many of the investors that lead the growth of the high tech and internet revolutions have been investing
in cleantech on the past few years. inod hosla of un Microsystems is a key cleantech investor. Major
companies such as oldman achs, BP, eneral lectric have invested billions in the sector.
Consumer concerns
Consumer demand for clean products and services is increasing and helping to drive the market for speciﬁc
consumer products.
Effects of the boom
Cleantech is a world away from niche alternative companies working to a social mission of improving the environment.
This is hard-nosed business investment with a few environmentalist concerns tacked on for added P . The valuation
of cleantech companies is based largely on intellectual property and this is key to gaining investment from venture
capitalists. The race is on to own the key technologies that future society will be utterly dependent on and to reap the
royalties.
With this high-tech approach, performance is key. In the absence of encouraging legislation such as tax breaks or
phased bans on damaging products, companies cannot market new products on environmental criteria alone, but
have to match the performance of conventional products. So energy efﬁciency savings go into improving performance
rather than saving energy, resulting in no overall reduction in energy use or increase in sustainability. This can be seen
in car development. The Model T Ford had a fuel efﬁciency of 25 mpg. The average in the USA today is 21mpg. Efﬁciency gains have been used to increase speed, carry more weight and power more gadgets. 0
For many, the cleantech boom’ is a sign of optimism about the prospects for climate mitigation. The market is waking
up, innovations are opening up new possibilities. But already analysts are warning that cleantech may be drowning
under its own hype. Lux Research points to deals which are ‘eerily reminiscent of the dot com boom’ with companies
being severely overvalued because more capital may be going into the sector than there are good enterprises to take
it up. 1 This makes the market susceptible to boom and bust dynamics. owever, at the time of writing the global credit
crunch and impending recession in the
means much of this money is drying up, which may slow the boom and
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rebalance the amount of capital available.
Of the thousands of start-ups only a small percentage are expected to make it big. For some of those developing the
technologies it does not matter whether the technology works or not as long as they can attract funding, make money
and sell up before the crash. This can be seen by looking at other sectors: for example, in the biotech boom of the
1990s, M crops companies were promising food plants that produce drugs, or have enhanced nutritional content.
Where are they now? In most cases, the companies have been bought up, merged and de-merged and the ﬂagship
projects that grabbed headlines ten years ago have disappeared from sight.
In the reckoning of the cleantech boom, those technologies that fail to make it will be the ones which are not easy to
scale up and those for which companies fail to bring costs down to a marketable level. There are many reasons why a
technology may fail this market test. The effectiveness and sustainability of the technology are only two of many factors, and as far as the market is concerned, not very important ones at that.
o the big companies and investors are jostling for position and playing a waiting game looking to see which technology or exciting start-up will live up to its hype and waiting for the carbon price to reach a level that makes these
technologies viable. Meanwhile solutions to climate change are hanging in the balance. Changes we should have
started years ago are being delayed, useful technologies are witheld until their deployment is more proﬁtable, emissions increase and the chance of avoiding dangerous climate change dwindles.
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Hydrogen
ydrogen; the smallest and lightest element on the periodic table, and most abundant element in the
universe. s humanity basks in the radiance of the vast hydrogen reactor at the centre of the solar
system, hydrogen has a poetic rightness as an alternative fuel. It burns cleanly and the only exhaust
gas is water vapour. ll climate and energy security problems solved at a stroke.
adly, it’s not that easy. ydrogen is a carrier of energy not a source in its own right a primary energy source coal, gas or electricity generated from other sources is required to produce it. sing
hydrogen as a vehicle fuel (the main application being considered) would be colossally expensive
to introduce, doing so would probably mean a commitment to long-term fossil fuel consumption and,
most importantly, producing the hydrogen and compressing or liquefying it to use as a vehicle fuel
could have a worse impact on the climate than using petrol.
How it works
ydrogen can be produced from fossil fuels, including coal and gas, through a process of thermal
decomposition. It can also be produced from water through electrolysis.
In vehicles, hydrogen gas can be burnt directly in an internal combustion engine, or used in a reaction with oxygen from air and a catalyst in a fuel cell to produce electricity to power a motor, with heat
as a by-product. ery large cells used to power buildings can also use the heat for space heating or
water heating, making them more efﬁcient overall than smaller cells.

Hydrogen Current Position
Status of technology
Experimental. Not currently in commercial use as a transport fuel. There are key technical barriers to
be overcome before hydrogen could be considered as a developed technology. These are in hydrogen production, transport, and storage technologies, as well as fuel cell technologies for use in vehicles. There are also signiﬁcant safety concerns around the widespread use of hydrogen technology.
Support being received
The hype about hydrogen has died down with many governmental schemes introduced in the early
000s now less active and much focus on future vehicle fuels switching to agrofuels.
In the
, President eorge W. Bush announced 1. bn 0.6bn in research funding so that
merica can lead the world in developing clean, hydrogen-powered automobiles.’ in 00 . The
Department of nergy ydrogen Programme supports research and development into hydrogen.
Their timeframe for adoption of the technology recognises that the hydrogen economy will take several decades to achieve’.
The EU has provided €470m (£372m) of funding over the next six years for an industry-led programme of research, technology development and demonstration activities.

Major players
hell ydrogen, Clean rban Transport for urope bus project. Most major car manufacturers produced hydrogen
prototypes including BMW, onda, Toyota, enault, M, Ford.

Hydrogen Issues
Producing hydrogen usually requires fossil fuels
There are no naturally occurring deposits of pure hydrogen to tap into, unlike coal or oil. ydrogen only comes bonded
to other elements; it takes energy to separate it. ike a battery, it needs an energy source to produce it gas, coal or
electricity.
Hydrogen is not a new product at all. There is over a century’s experience of industrial production (for nitrate fertilisers
and oil reﬁning). Much of what could be done to economise has been done. It is still very expensive.
Manufacturing hydrogen from natural gas is currently the cheapest method and the one with the longest track record.
But gas is rapidly being depleted and a switch to using it for making large amounts of hydrogen will make gas run out
even sooner.
More importantly, manufacturing hydrogen from gas has a major climate impact. In producing the hydrogen, the gas is
split to form hydrogen and carbon dioxide. This ‘clean’ fuel only gives off water vapour from a car exhaust, but the carbon dioxide has already been emitted at the factory. This climate friendly renewable fuel is actually a carbon-emitting
fossil fuel.
s gas is the cheapest way of making hydrogen, it’s what manufacturers predominantly use and will continue to use.
Manufacturing hydrogen from natural gas emits 9.1 kg carbon dioxide per kilogram of hydrogen. 6 Its climate impact
is at least as bad as petrol, even before taking into account the substantial extra emissions from liquefying or compressing it, then transporting it.
Hydrogen production using natural gas would only be low carbon if the carbon dioxide is captured and stored (see
section on carbon capture and storage . The emissions from transporting the gas cannot be captured and these are
increasing. As the European ﬁelds reach the end of their life, gas is being shipped in liquid form from the Middle East.
To be liqueﬁed, gas must be cooled to –163°C, with all the energy consumption that implies, so the emissions from
using gas effectively increase.
ydrogen can be produced without using fossil fuels by electrolysis of water. Put simply, an electrical charge breaks
the bond between the hydrogen and oxygen in H2O. This requires a great deal of energy, much more than producing hydrogen from coal or gas, and is also more expensive. This method is potentially also more carbon intensive,
depending on the source of electricity. Powering BMW’s new hydrogen car with electrolysis hydrogen using electricity
from the
grid would create around four times the emissions of its petrol equivalent. 9
The only genuinely carbon-free hydrogen would use renewable electricity to power electrolysis of water. Creating
enough hydrogen by this method to supply a signiﬁcant proportion of vehicle fuel use would massively increase the
overall demand for electricity.
Using electricity to produce hydrogen is much less efﬁcient than using electricity directly. Using renewable electricity to
produce hydrogen would save 220kg of carbon dioxide emissions per megawatt-hour of ﬁnal energy output compared
to electricity generated from fossil fuels.60 sing renewable electricity directly as electricity saves 0kg of carbon
dioxide if it replaces gas-ﬁred generation, and 890kg if it replaces coal-ﬁred generation.
eplacing the
’s vehicle fuels with electrolysis hydrogen would take more than the country’s present electricity
consumption.61 Is it possible to double electricity generation while doing away with fossil fuel use Or is electrolysis
hydrogen as a vehicle fuel a non-starter
When the Bush administration used the 00
tate of the nion address to announce the kickstart of the hydrogen
economy for vehicles, they neglected to mention any of the emissions that come with making it. nder the ational
Hydrogen Energy Roadmap plan, fossil fuels would be the source of the vast majority of hydrogen, but 10% would
come from electrolysis of water, powered by dedicated nuclear power plants.6
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Timeframe
Dr Joseph Romm ran the US Department of Energy’s Ofﬁce of Energy Efﬁciency and Renewable Energy from 19939 , during period when the hydrogen economy’ became big news. et, although omm is a confessed believer in the
possibility of clean hydrogen, he is ﬁrm in his belief that in 2030 less than 5% of vehicles will be powered by it.6 ven
if the technologies were available for hydrogen to be able to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, this timescale is far
too long for investment in hydrogen to be a practical way out of the current emergency.
Energy required to compress or liquefy makes it entirely impractical as a vehicle fuel
t room temperature and pressure, hydrogen has one three-thousandth of the energy of petrol.6 To be practical as
a vehicle fuel, hydrogen needs to be either compressed or liqueﬁed. To be liqueﬁed, hydrogen needs to be cooled to
-253°C.6 The energy used to do this is equivalent to 30-40% of the energy the hydrogen contains.66
It takes 1 . -1 kilowatt-hours kWh of electricity to liquefy 1kg of hydrogen.6 With the
’s emissions from generating electricity, that’s 6kg-7.2kg of carbon dioxide emissions.6 gallon of petrol which contains around the same
amount of energy as 1kg of hydrogen69 – releases around 8.8kg carbon dioxide. 0 In other words, hydrogen causes
68-82% of the emissions of burning petrol just for the liquefaction process.
ydrogen can also be left at room temperature as a gas but compressed. This is onda’s choice for their FC model.
Compression takes less energy than liquefaction, but compressed hydrogen contains less energy than liqueﬁed
hydrogen. By volume, at the sort of pressure likely to be used in cars, hydrogen gas contains around one-tenth of the
energy of petrol. 1 This means the car has a fraction of the driving range of a petrol or diesel car. It won’t just need
refuelling more often, it also means that more tankers, pipelines and other infrastructure would be required. study
examining the possibility of trucks carrying compressed hydrogen in tubes showed that for every 200 miles the truck
drives, it uses energy equivalent to 20% of the fuel it delivers.
As a liquid, hydrogen needs to be maintained at -253° centigrade constantly until the point of use. This takes a further
signiﬁcant quantity of energy. By now, not only are the emissions about the same as burning petrol, but around half
the energy has effectively been lost.
There are certainly good cases for having a few very inefﬁcient devices – it’s far handier to power a camera off a battery than a small diesel motor. But using grossly inefﬁcient technology for such a huge energy consumer as the world’s
vehicle ﬂeet would be wildly impractical.
s electric vehicle advocate lec Brooks put it, fuel cell vehicles are energy pigs. Fuel cell vehicles that operate
on hydrogen made with electrolysis consume four times as much electricity per mile as similarly-sized battery electric
vehicles.’
BMW’s hydrogen vehicle, the
, uses hydrogen not to power a fuel cell, but directly in an internal combustion engine.
Being even less efﬁcient than a fuel cell, it means it has a smaller driving range, a mere 125 miles on eight kilos of hydrogen. The fuel is kept in liquid form in an insulated tank. The insulation cannot prevent the fuel warming, only slow
it down. The fuel gradually reverts to gas as it warms and pressure in the tank increases. This is not a safety issue as,
like a petrol car, a valve allows it to escape. It is, however, an economic issue. The
is preprogrammed to start jettisoning fuel after less than a day. full tank takes less than a fortnight to empty itself.
Joseph Romm, despite being a hydrogen advocate, is incredulous at the BMW design, commenting, ‘BMW has managed to develop the least efﬁcient conceivable vehicle that you could invent’. 6
This inefﬁciency means that it is more expensive for the owner, worse for the climate and not a practical solution. As
David Talbot put it in Technology Review, ‘…a car like the Hydrogen 7 would probably produce far more carbon dioxide emissions than gasoline-powered cars available today. nd changing this calculation would take multiple breakthroughs - which study after study has predicted will take decades, if they arrive at all. In fact, the ydrogen and
its hydrogen-fuel-cell cousins are, in many ways, simply ﬂashy distractions produced by automakers who should be
taking stronger immediate action to reduce the greenhouse-gas emissions of their cars.’
Cost of infrastructure
With current technology, installing the infrastructure to supply just 40% of the light-duty vehicles in the USA alone has
been estimated to cost over 00bn
0bn .
Don Huberts, CEO of Shell Hydrogen, conﬁrms this estimate: ‘The initial investment has been estimated by Shell
at around $20bn (£10bn) for the U.S. alone, to supply 2% of the cars with hydrogen by 2020 and to make hydrogen
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available at 25% of the existing gasoline retail stations. In the subsequent decades, further build-up of the hydrogen
infrastructure will require hundreds of billions of
dollars.’ 9 Much greater emissions reductions could be achieved
elsewhere for these amounts of investment.
The cost to the consumer
t present, hybrid petrol electric cars are doing well commercially because they are more economical. It’s easy to sell
someone the environmentally friendly option when it’s going to be cheaper for them. o driver, irrespective of their
environmental feelings, will buy a car if they can’t afford it.
In December 00 , ozo ami, onda’s engineer in charge of hydrogen fuel cells, said it would take at least ten years
to get the price of a hydrogen car down to 100,000
0,000 . onda’s is one of the cheapest prototypes. 0
Fuel cells of the type used in cars (proton exchange membrane cells) have a short lifespan. The industry is aiming at
around ,000 hours of use, which might equate to ten years of driving. s it stands, a good prototype can only manage
about ,000 hours. 1 Buying a car that costs £50,000 and will be useless in ﬁve years isn’t going to appeal to anyone.
nd even once the industry were scaled up, the costs of infrastructure for hydrogen as a vehicle fuel are still likely to
be at least twice high as for petrol. In 00 , hell ydrogen’s C O Don uberts bluntly conceded, at the end of the
day, hydrogen and other alternative fuels will be three to four times as expensive as oil based products, and if no-one
wants to pay for that, we can’t make those fuels.’ To some extent this effect may be offset by rising oil prices, but,
again, if this is the best possible result, would the investment be more useful elsewhere
Safety
Being a small molecule and very light, hydrogen is particularly leak prone. It is also odourless. atural gas can have
varying or no odour, so an odorising agent is added to it. But odoriser cannot be added to hydrogen as not only might
it damage the fuel system technology especially in sensitive fuel cells but it wouldn’t actually work - the hydrogen
would be substantially lighter and would separate from its smell.
Worse still, hydrogen is not only leaky, invisible and odourless, but it burns invisibly too. A raging ﬁre could be undetectable until you stepped into it and went up in ﬂames. NASA developed a way of detecting leaks in its hydrogen tanks
by getting someone to walk round pushing a broom in front of them to see if the bristles caught ﬁre.
It is a very dangerous substance to be handling in large quantity, in populated areas, at thousands of forecourts with
untrained members of the public.
Hydrogen is ﬂammable over a wide range of concentrations and has ignition energy twenty times smaller than natural
gas or petrol. Operation of electronic devices cell phones can cause ignition’, and common static sliding over a
car seat is about ten times what is needed to ignite hydrogen’. 6 lectrical storms several miles away can generate
enough static for ignition.
But surely, with it being so volatile and also with it being a new technology needing public conﬁdence, the motor
manufacturers have taken extra care and got all this covered, right? Wrong. In May 2003 Toyota recalled all its prototype hydrogen vehicles after a leak was discovered in the tank of one. ot by engineers, but by the driver noticing a
strange noise when refuelling.
Safety is not just an issue for ﬁlling stations and vehicles. Tankers on the roads are also a problem. Because compressed hydrogen carries so little energy value, more tankers would be needed. study in the
suggests that
ﬁfteen times the number of tankers would be needed compared to supplying petrol, and one out of seven accidents
involving trucks would involve a hydrogen truck. very seventh truck-truck collision would occur between two hydrogen carriers. 9
ll the new infrastructure would need serious safety testing before rolling out nationally and globally. ven with a massive and unﬂinching political, industrial and ﬁnancial push, the turnaround would take a couple of decades. Even if
hydrogen offered a means of making major cuts in greenhouse gas emissions, there isn’t that sort of time available.
Hydrogen is highly reactive
ydrogen bonds easily with other substances. Its reactivity causes metals, including steel, to become brittle. Pipelines, tanker trucks and other storage and supply equipment would need to be made of higher grade materials and or
replaced more frequently. The infrastructure costs could be astronomical.
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igher strength materials are more susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement.90 ower strength materials are, of course,
more susceptible to rupture. There are some possible ways around this. There are proposals to have ﬁlling stations
producing their own hydrogen. This would remove the delivery ﬂeet and pipeline issues. However, putting a hydrogen
production plant in every ﬁlling station would be phenomenally expensive and, with production dotted at thousands of
small sites scattered round the country, completely rule out any chance of carbon capture and storage if fossil fuels
were being used (see section on carbon capture and storage). Also, the smaller scale plants at ﬁlling stations would
be even less efﬁcient than making hydrogen centrally, cancelling out much of the saving from avoiding transport.
stonishingly, some manufacturers are looking at on-board hydrogen manufacturing from a variety of sources. s the
manufacture of hydrogen takes place in the car itself, there is no possibility of carbon capture and storage. Perhaps
the most preposterous suggestion is for the use of petrol as the source fuel. ather than burning it directly, the car
uses petrol to make hydrogen as fuel for its fuel cell. In 00 , enault was reported to be working with a company
called uvera Fuel Cells to develop this.91 The energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of such a vehicle
would be greater than for a hybrid petrol vehicle.9
Hydrogen may commit us to coal
ydrogen requires large amounts of energy to produce, large amounts of energy to store and large amounts of energy
to distribute. To increase the demand for natural gas by making it the primary fuel for hydrogen means the price of gas
would go up, making coal even more viable for electricity generation.
et the gas supply is only temporary too. Investing hundreds of billions in infrastructure to make a global hydrogen
economy means a commitment to many decades of hydrogen use. When gas supplies peak, predicted for the middle
of this century, coal will become the cheapest way of making hydrogen.
Hydrogen has been spun beyond all relation to reality
Shell is the most visible company pushing the idea that Iceland will be ‘the world’s ﬁrst hydrogen economy,’ implying
that Iceland is leading the way and other countries can follow. In April 2003, Shell opened a hydrogen ﬁlling station in
eykjavik, and proudly said that they had immediately signed up three of the city’s buses.9
Iceland is a peculiar case, not only peculiar because it is sat on more renewable energy than it can use a few huge
hydroelectric plants and lots of geothermal energy ; it is also little more than a city state. It has a population of 00,000
– the size of Bradford – and two-thirds of them live in one city. Those ﬁrst three buses are 4% of the Reykjavik’s entire
ﬂeet. So three or four ﬁlling stations cover most of the country. That simply cannot be scaled up to the UK, or anywhere else.
In 001 hell produced a report called Energy Needs, Choices and Possibilities: Scenarios to 2050. It describes
several possible futures. One talks of ‘developing a new “fuel in a box” for fuel cell vehicles’.9 BMW’s admittedly inefﬁcient hydrogen combustion car the H7 uses over a litre of fuel to go 2km, yet in Shell’s scenario ‘a six-pack of fuel (12
litres) is sufﬁcient for 400 km,’ or over 16 times the efﬁciency of the H7. Even more curiously, it talks of this fuel in a
box as being ‘distributed like soft drinks through multiple distribution channels, even dispensing machines’.9
For Shell, all the safety problems of having hydrogen vending machines seemingly don’t exist. Presumably they disappeared around the same time as this mysterious safe canister material was invented. hell neglects to say whether
these will be high-pressure gas canisters remember, strong containers embrittle faster, weaker ones break easier , or
ones holding liquid at -253°C (necessitating a huge electricity bill for the vending machine, or else a super-insulated

Scores: Hydrogen
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 1 10
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1 10
Democratic ownership and control: 1 10 perpetuates dominance by
big energy corporations
Social justice: 3/10 – no new side-effects, but perpetuates existing
energy inequality
Sustainability: 10 even if not reliant on fossil fuels, perpetuates
negative impacts of vehicle use.
Scalability: 2/10 – massive infrastructure needed, even more expensive
therefore elitist than current vehicle technologies
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canister that leaks the fuel and, if it’s been sat in some underused vending machine, may be empty by the time it’s
bought . One of hell’s current slogans is real energy solutions for the real world’.96
hell appears to be deliberately ignoring the serious and currently insurmountable engineering and safety problems
of hydrogen. Its scenarios could not possibly be in place by its projection of 0 . as the company that invented
greenwash been taken in by its own hype or is this just a decoy to distract consumers from the need to reduce fossil
fuel use

Conclusion
For hydrogen to be viable as a vehicle fuel it needs numerous technological breakthroughs in all major areas including
production, distribution and storage. The fuel and vehicles, even with some optimistic assumptions about technological
breakthroughs, will be more expensive than conventional vehicles to buy, more expensive to refuel, and will not last as
long.
For hydrogen to reduce greenhouse gas emissions would require a glut of renewable electricity or universal carbon
capture and storage within a decade. The likelihood of the infrastructure that would make it work being put in place
within four or ﬁve decades is slim. So, the technical and economic issues mean it cannot be a climate change solution.

BMW’s Hydrogen 7: emissions comparison
Producing the hydrogen:
•

lectrolysis requires 9 kWh of electricity to produce 1 kilogram of
hydrogen.9

•

The BMW

•

39 kWh electricity to produce 1kg hydrogen x 8kg capacity of tank = 312
kWh electricity per tank

•

312 kWh electricity divided by 200 km driving range = 1.56 kWh
electricity per km driven.

•

UK grid electricity has carbon dioxide emissions of 480g/CO kWh.99

has an kg hydrogen tank, giving a 00km driving range.9

0g CO per kWh x 1.56 kWh = 749g/CO per km to make the required hydrogen gas from electrolysis.

•

Manufacturing hydrogen from natural gas emits 9.1kg CO per kg hydrogen 100
9,100g CO x 8kg H2 in the tank = 72,800g/CO per tank
72,800 divided by 200km driving range = 364g/km to make the required hydrogen gas from natural gas.
Then it has to be liqueﬁed:
•

It takes 1 . -1 kWh of electricity to liquefy 1kg of hydrogen.101

•

12.5-15 kWh electricity x 480 g/CO per kWh = 6-7.2kg/CO per kg hydrogen liqueﬁed.

•

With a tank capacity of kg and a driving range of 00km the car travels

•

6

. kg CO for

km or

0-

km per kilogramme of hydrogen.

g CO per km for liquefaction

In total:
9g CO per km for hydrogen production

0-

g CO per km for liquefaction =

989 - 1033g/CO2 per km for liqueﬁed hydrogen produced via electrolysis
or
6 g CO per km for hydrogen production

0-

g CO per km for liquefaction =

604 - 652g/CO2 per km for liqueﬁed hydrogen produced from natural gas
For comparison:
The petrol car the
is based on, the BMW 0, emits 1g km.10
Toyota Prius emits 10 g km, a enault Megane emits 11 g km, a vicious gas guzzler like the Porsche Cayenne emits 10g km.
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Agrofuels
Introduction
grofuels have been trumpeted as the green’ solution to cutting oil use for transport, but in fact threaten an environmental and social justice disaster.
grofuels rely on industrial scale agriculture, the growth of which has been dependent on deforestation and cheap
fossil fuels. The dream of swapping fossil fuels with energy from plants fundamentally misunderstands what a fossil
fuel is. It took four centuries worth of plant and animal growth to create the fossils we burn in a year.10 The biosphere
is simply incapable of creating enough energy to support this kind of demand in the long term. Providing that amount
of energy would require minimum 50% increase in human use of biosphere productivity, before factoring in any loss of
energy for conversion to fuels.10
grofuels is a term coined by critics of the way that the term biofuels’ is used to put a green spin on what is essentially
a new growth area for agribusiness giants such as Cargill and rcher Daniel Midland.
How does the technology work?
grofuels are liquid fuels produced from agricultural crops, primarily used for road transportation.
First generation’ agrofuels include bioethanol, which is used as a replacement for petrol, produced by fermenting and
distilling the sugars in feedstocks such as maize or sugarcane, and biodiesel created from vegetable oils, mainly soya,
rapeseed oil, or palm oil.
‘Second generation’ agrofuels mainly use one of two processes. The ﬁrst converts cellulose from feedstocks such as
wood, switchgrass or agricultural waste into ethanol. The second uses gasiﬁcation and the Fischer-Tropsch process to
convert various types of biomass to biodiesel. The carbon component of the biomass is gasiﬁed in steam, producing
hydrogen and carbon monoxide (C + H2O → H2 + CO) which the Fischer-Tropsch process converts to hydrocarbons
and water.
nother branch of second generation or third generation’ agrofuel research involves growing large quantities of
algae, some species of which contain relatively large proportions of fats and oils, and converting them to biodiesel or
biobutanol.

Agrofuels Current Position
Status of technology
First generation agrofuels are on the market and currently expanding rapidly. Second-generation agrofuels are not
yet on the market, with most still at the experimental or speculative stage. For the most part, agrofuels are not currently price-competitive with fossil fuels except when subsidised. Second generation agrofuels require breakthroughs
in genetic engineering of plants, microbes and enzymes to increase the efﬁciency of processes to break down feedstocks and increase yields per hectare of land. lgae production appears to work technically but faces huge obstacles
to commercial viability.
Proportion of current use
Less than 1% of global vehicle fuel use.
Support being received
The global market for agrofuels has boomed in a short time, helped by government subsidies and targets to replace a
proportion of fossil-based transport fuel with agrofuels.
The UK government has introduced a ‘Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation’ requiring 5% of road transport fuel to be
replaced with agrofuels.10 On 1st February 00 , Transport Minister uth elly announced that this policy was under
review, stating that; ‘we are not prepared to go beyond current UK target levels for biofuels until we are satisﬁed it can
be done sustainably.’106
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The EU’s current target is for 5.75% of road transport fuel to be from agrofuels by 2010,10 and in March 00 a new
target of 10% by 2020 was announced.10 An unpublished paper from the European Commission’s own Joint Research Centre has criticised this new target saying that ‘the uncertainty is too great to say whether the EU 10% biofuels target will save greenhouse gas or not.’109 In January 2008, the EU’s Environment Commissioner Stavros Dimas
admitted that the negative impacts of hitting the target on communities and the environment had not been properly
thought through, though the target has not been dropped.110
The
nergy Policy ct 00 mandated the substitution of . billion gallons of gasoline per year with agrofuels.
In his 00
tate of the nion address, President Bush announced a mandatory fuels standard to require
billion
gallons of agrofuels in 01 . The production of maize based ethanol in the
is projected to reach .9 billion gallons
in 006 0 and 9. billion gallons in 010 11.111 The primary motivation for this is lessening reliance on Middle astern
oil, not solving climate change.
Jean Ziegler, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to food, has called for a ﬁve year moratorium on
agrofuel production.11
Major players
Agrofuel companies (UK): Reﬁning and distribution companies currently operating or with plants under
construction:
rgent nergy, ssociated British Foods, D1 Oils, arl’s ook td. formerly Biofuels Corporation , nsus,
reenergy, reen pirit Fuels, Ineos, bengoa
Oil companies - Investment, reﬁning and distribution:
BP, hell, Petrobras, Conoco Philips
Agribusiness - supplying feedstock :
Cargill, rcher Daniels Midland, British ugar, Pioneer
Second generation agrofuels - Biotech and synthetic biology companies:
DuPont, B F, yngenta, Monsanto, ovozymes, ynthetic enomics, myris ynthetic Biology,

9, Macoma

Investors:
hosla entures, irgin Fuels

Agrofuels Issues
Though agrofuels currently supply only a very small percentage of world transport fuel use, their impacts are already
signiﬁcant and the full implications of replacing fossil fuels with agrofuels are beginning to be seen. Rainforests are
being destroyed in Brazil, Malaysia and Indonesia as agrofuel plantations expand, destroying carbon stores which are
vital to regulation of ecosystems. Competition for land between food crops and fuel crops is already contributing to rising global food prices, with food crises in
countries. ubsistence farmers are losing their land and rising prices are
causing riots around the Majority World. vidence has emerged that many agrofuels ultimately increase rather than
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.11
Climate impact
grofuels have been promoted as carbon neutral’ because the carbon released when the fuel is burnt is largely
equivalent to that absorbed from the atmosphere as the plant grows. However, agrofuels still have a signiﬁcant climate
impact which is often greater than the impact of burning fossil fuels.
ew studies published in cience have shown that converting forest or grassland to grow agrofuels, or displacing current agricultural activity onto new land, leads to greenhouse gas
emissions that, in the cases investigated, are
signiﬁcantly worse than the fossil fuels they were supposed to replace.11 These results have been sufﬁciently compelling to prompt the
government to begin a review of its policy on agrofuels.11
Agrofuels’ impacts on the climate include energy used to reﬁne and transport agrofuel and feedstock, fuel for agricultural machinery, and nitrous oxide emissions from fertilisers used on crops. In addition, even more serious impacts are
created by the expansion of agricultural land to grow agrofuel crops.
These impacts are caused by deforestation, peat drainage, soil degradation and forest ﬁres. Deforestation releases
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the large amounts of carbon stored in forest vegetation – the IPCC estimates that a ﬁfth of current greenhouse gas
emissions result from deforestation. Peat drainage allows waterlogged peat soils to dry out and decompose, releasing
massive quantities of stored carbon. report by Wetlands International shows that every tonne of palm oil produced
on peatland results in up to 33 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions, or 10 times as much as petroleum.116 Forest ﬁres
(often set deliberately to clear land) release carbon from vegetation and soils very quickly; in 1997/98, ﬁres partly set
by palm oil plantation owners spread across millions of hectares of degraded peatlands and forest in Indonesia,11
releasing greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to up to 40% of annual global emissions from fossil fuels for the
1990s.11
The feedstock with the highest greenhouse gas emissions is palm oil, as this is most likely to be associated with deforestation and peatland conversion. Malaysia and Indonesia are roughly equal as the world’s largest producers of palm
oil.119 Indonesia has the highest deforestation rate of any major forested country and oil palm plantation expansion
has been named as the main driver of this,1 0 with 6. million hectares of plantations already and 0 million hectares
expansion planned over the next 20 years.1 1
oils and plant biomass are the two largest biologically active stores of terrestrial carbon, together containing approximately 2.7 times more carbon than the atmosphere.1 Where converting wild ecosystems to cropland releases
carbon dioxide, this is known as the ‘carbon debt’ of land conversion. If an agrofuel crop has less total greenhouse gas
emissions than the fossil fuels it displaces then this carbon debt’ may be paid back over time. ntil that point agrofuels from converted lands have greater greenhouse gas emissions than the fossil fuels they displace.1
recent report
for the
Treasury found that when tropical forest is cut down, Two to nines times more CO is released than would
be saved by using an equivalent area of land to grow biofuels for 0 years. Put another way, to pay back the initial
release of CO the carbon debt from clearing the forest would take 60 to 0 years of growing biofuels using current
technologies .’1
It’s not just palm oil. One study shows that US corn-based ethanol, instead of producing a 20% greenhouse gas saving, nearly doubles emissions over 0 years and increases greenhouse gases for 16 years. grofuels from switchgrass, if grown on US corn lands, increase emissions by 50%.1
Competition for land - food vs fuel vs forest
eplacing even small quantities of oil with agrofuels requires a colossal quantity of feedstock and huge areas of growing land. Calculations by Greenpeace based on ﬁgures from the US Department of Agriculture and the International
Energy Agency show that replacing just 10% of world diesel demand for road transport would require over 76% of total
current global soya, palm and rapeseed oil production.1 6
grofuels do not have to be grown directly on virgin rainforest to be unsustainable. If agrofuel production uses land
that is already under cultivation it displaces the agricultural activity that was already going on to somewhere else,
and eventually, somewhere, a habitat is lost as more land is brought under cultivation. For example, the UN Food
and griculture Organisation reports that
palm oil imports have doubled since 000, mostly to replace domestic
rapeseed oil diverted from food to fuel use. This is driving further expansion into forest and peatland in Indonesia and
Malaysia.1
Continuing on the current development track for agrofuels is likely to cause famine. umanity faces a triple whammy
in competition for land as populations rise, crops are diverted for agrofuels, and land and yields are lost to soil degradation and the effects of climate change - including sea level rise, drought and changing weather patterns. People in
the Majority World are already suffering most from the impacts of climate change, and are having increasing difﬁculty
buying food as agrofuel expansion causes food prices to sky rocket. As the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation
has pointed out, food will lose out to fuel in competition for land because the potential market for energy is so huge.1
Those who own cars are richer than those who do not.
t the time of writing, the World Food Programme is warning that it will have to cut food aid due to high food prices
unless governments donate an additional half-billion dollars in 00 .1 9 Josette Sheeran of the World Food Programme
said, This is the new face of hunger ...There is food on shelves but people are priced out of the market. There is
vulnerability in urban areas we have not seen before. There are food riots in countries where we have not seen them
before.’ They attribute 30% of this change to agrofuel expansion.
In defending food sovereignty the ability of people to have control over their food supply localisation and control of
production are key. et the drive for agrofuels runs totally counter to this, concentrating land ownership in the hands of
large producers, increasing dependency on unstable global commodity markets and removing people from their land
resulting in the loss of knowledge of local subsistence farming methods.
For agrofuel feedstocks to be grown, a choice must be made between destroying ecosystems or taking over land curchapter I - the technologies agrofuels - 1

rently used for growing food.

either is a sustainable proposition.

Biodiversity
In March 00 , the oyal ociety for the Protection of Birds
PB launched an advertising campaign on agrofuels
with the dramatic strapline ‘Don’t put wildlife in your tank’. Land use change driven by agrofuel expansion is of critical
concern not only due to the loss of carbon stores but also because of the loss of habitats and associated biodiversity.
Tropical rainforests are areas of high biodiversity, yet as yields for typical agrofuel feedstocks are highest in the tropics, particularly for palm oil, soya and sugar cane, these important habitats are under threat.
Other key habitats under threat due to agricultural expansion include the Cerrado in Brazil,1 0 the worlds most biodiverse savannah, and the Pantanal in atin merica,1 1 the world’s largest tropical wetland area. In urope, the policy
of set aside’, which has led to subsidies for farmers returning a proportion of their land to wildlife, looks to be abolished due to rising grain prices and pressure for agricultural expansion.1
Monoculture
Since agrofuel reﬁneries require huge volumes of uniform feedstocks at the lowest possible price, agrofuel technology
favours large scale, intensive and unsustainable farming methods. Monoculture farming has been described as creating green deserts’; vast areas of land with no biodiversity where one single crop is grown.1
Monoculture is energy intensive, heavily reliant on artiﬁcial inputs of fertiliser, herbicide and pesticide, pollutes land,
rivers and seas, causes large scale habitat destruction and a loss of biodiversity, depletes soils of nutrients, depletes
water supplies in areas where irrigation is necessary, concentrates land ownership and causes rural poverty and
migration to cities.1 Throughout the global south, civil society groups are resisting the expansion of monoculture
plantations in favour of sustainable farming practices and food sovereignty. Agrofuel expansion is heading in exactly
the wrong direction.
Second generation agrofuels do not solve the problem
For many agrofuels advocates, second generation agrofuels, which convert cellulose into ethanol or produce fuel by
gasifying biomass, are an answer to many of the sustainability issues associated with ﬁrst generation fuels. However,
second generation agrofuels face many technical barriers, are not proven to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
do not solve the issues of food security or land competition. They also raise new concerns around the use of genetic engineering, synthetic biology and increased corporate concentration. Just as in the past oil companies bought
solar companies,1 promising future renewables expansion to distract people from the destructive impacts of oil, the
promise of more sustainable second generation technology in the future is serving as an excuse for the unsustainable
expansion of ﬁrst generation agrofuels today.
Technical barriers
To produce fuels from non-food crops, enzymes or microbes must be used to break down cellulose. Cellulose is a
difﬁcult substance to work with and no effective system exists to easily convert it into a fuel. Once cellulose is broken
down by enzymes it forms a mixture which is very dilute and must be distilled. The methods for pre-treatment and distillation are very energy intensive. Cellulosic ethanol is currently ‘more costly and less efﬁcient’ than conventional corn
ethanol.1 6 Commercial cellulosic ethanol production is currently very limited but growing. Canada’s Iogen Corporation,
in partnership with Shell, runs the ﬁrst commercial plant which opened in 2004.1
ny improvement on this requires a technological breakthrough, with researchers looking into genetically engineering enzymes and microbes, and even creating entirely new microbes from scratch termed synthetic biology , to
break down cellulose. ynthetic biology company
9 is designing entirely new microbes that convert feedstocks into
a range of designer’ hydrocarbon-based agrofuels.1 These technologies are a major focus of investment for both
venture capitalists and governments. This is at the expense of investment into other emissions-reducing technologies.
The
Department of nergy has diverted its entire budget for geothermal and advanced hydropower research into
second generation agrofuels1 9 and the
is giving stronger policy support to agrofuels than any other type of nonfossil fuel energy.
Using ‘marginal land’, non-food crops and ‘agricultural waste’
econd generation agrofuels are supposed to be more sustainable because they are less likely to use food crops as a
feedstock so should not increase food prices and can make use of land that is not appropriate for cultivation of food.
This is the theory. In practice, marginal land’ is a concept used only by people who do not live on it. Marginal land’ is
currently under severe stress in many places.1 0 ince such land is often used as pasture for livestock, second-generchapter I - the technologies agrofuels -

ation feedstock production is still likely to displace agricultural activity, as well as damage ecosystems and biodiversity.
Even if the feedstocks are not food crops, because of the volume of feedstock needed for reﬁneries, second generation agrofuels will still rely on intensive monoculture farming methods and still increase competition for land which will
drive up food prices.
nother proposed alternative is to use agricultural waste’. joint report by the
Departments of nergy and griculture speaks of using 1. billion tonnes of dry biomass per year for renewable energy’. This would require most
of the
’s agricultural wastes.1 1 owever, using waste’ removes nutrients which in sustainable farming practices
would be returned to the land. emoving nutrients and organic matter without replacing them mines’ the topsoil. Organic matter returned to soil prevents erosion, improves soil structure and water retention, and gives the next crop its
nutrition. Modern agriculture only addresses the nutritional component by adding fossil-fuel based - and greenhouse
gas-emitting - fertilisers and because the soil is unhealthy from a lack of organic matter, copes with insects and disease with oil-based pesticides.1
sing agricultural waste will also increase the costs and emissions associated with
transporting feedstocks to reﬁneries because sources will be widely dispersed.
Genetic modiﬁcation (GM) and synthetic biology
grofuel development is a major new area for biotech companies.1 Agrofuels provide a new market for existing GM
crops including soya, maize and oilseed rape. The use of these technologies has been controversial for food crops
and also, to a lesser extent, for animal feed crops, but the industry is hopeful that there will be less resistance to their
use as a fuel. New varieties are being developed speciﬁcally for use as agrofuels: in some cases the emphasis is on
increased yields, in others on designing crops that have properties that make them more suitable for using residues
as animal feed.1 Biotech companies are also seeking to engineer plants which have higher cellulose content; new enzymes and microbes to break down cellulose; and plants whose cellulose can be broken down more easily.1
The use of M technology for agrofuel production is worrying not only because of the potential for the spread of genetic contamination, but also because existing GM crops rely on unsustainable industrial-scale monoculture farming
practices including widespread crop spraying. Many existing crops are developed speciﬁcally to work with a proprietary herbicide eg Monsanto’s ound p eady varieties . se of herbicides is associated with increased skin and
respiratory ailments, and cancer in workers and people living near the crop, and poses a signiﬁcant threat to biodiversity. Despite the negative impacts, companies promote these crops as low carbon because they can be though are
not always) planted without tilling the soil – less tilling can (but does not always) reduce release of carbon dioxide from
the soil.1 6
One particularly area of concern is the research going into genetically modiﬁed trees as a feedstock for second generation agrofuels. Poplar, eucalyptus and willow are all potential feedstocks and are being modiﬁed to grow faster and
to have high cellulose and low lignin content lignin strengthens the cell walls of plants making it harder to break down
the cellulose .1
ll the problems with M are particularly acute with trees as they have long lifespans; their pollen and
seeds travel long distances, and many plants and animals depend on trees within an ecosystem.1
In addition to conventional genetic modiﬁcation, agrofuels investment is the major source of funding for a new breed
of bioscience companies developing entirely new life forms. ene maverick Craig enter’s new company, ynthetic
enomics, is developing a new microbe with lucrative commercial applications. The synthetic minimal genome’ microbe based on mycoplasma genitalium1 9, dubbed ynthia’ by genetics campaigners,1 0 acts like computer hardware.
The theory is that short strings of genes could be inserted into ynthia’s simple genome to make the microbe act like
a miniature factory, engineering its metabolism to convert speciﬁc substances into other substances which could have
commercial applications.1 1 Venter predicts that this could be ‘the ﬁrst billion or trillion dollar organism’. 1
esearch
into this area has been supported by the
Department of nergy’s enomes to ife programme. 1 The former
head of this programme, ristides Patrinos, is now president of ynthetic enomics.1
The company hopes to put its new lifeform to work on the creation of second generation’ agrofuels. ynthetic enomics also hopes that the microbe will in future perform other functions including creating hydrogen, sequestering carbon
dioxide and producing drugs.1
ynthetic enomics has recently gone into partnership with BP to study microbiology in oil ﬁelds to, amongst other things, improve methods for recovering oil.1 6 Other companies working in this area
include
9, Mascoma and myris.
With all the government subsides and venture capital sloshing around for cleantech’ and talk about the possibilities
synthetic biology holds for climate mitigation and curing disease, some big issues are being left out. ynthetic biology synbio has been called genetic engineering on steroids’1 and any concern people may have over M applies
equally to synbio. nd just as biotech companies tried to sell the public the idea of M on the basis that it would feed
the world, synbio is also being sold on the issue of the day climate change. Issues being ignored include the potential for the technology to be used to create bioweapons.1 With governments desperate for promises of solutions that
don’t impact on levels of consumption, the time is ripe for controversial technologies to advance with little regulatory
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oversight.
Certiﬁcation will not solve the problem
In response to the backlash against agrofuels, governments including the
and
are considering the introduction
of sustainability criteria for agrofuels and applying certiﬁcation to sources deemed sustainable. However, the proposed criteria will do nothing to increase the sustainability of agrofuels since they do not tackle the issue of agricultural
expansion. An effective system would have to guarantee that feedstocks would not trigger signiﬁcant emissions from
land use change, for example by using a waste product or growing the feedstock on carbon-poor lands. This would
exclude the majority of commercially available agrofuels.
Biofuels vs biomass
Above all, any biomass that can be produced sustainably would be more efﬁciently used generating heat and electricity than being converted into a liquid fuel by energy-intensive processes. One study of typical
-based biomass
shows that using the same land for biomass to replace coal would yield ﬁve to ten times the emissions savings of
growing biomass for liquid transport fuel.1 9

Conclusion: car culture vs. sustainability & human rights
Agrofuels expansion is not about solving climate change. It is about keeping cars on the road. Humanity needs solutions to climate change that enable people to live decent lives. grofuels allow those who can afford it to maintain their
lifestyles at the expense of the millions who will not be able to afford food, of the communities who are squeezed off
their land, at the expense of biodiversity and vital ecosystems. As American environmentalist Lester Brown described
it, agrofuels are a ‘smash and grab raid by the 800 million people who own automobiles, on the ﬁelds that grow food
for the planet’s three billion poor’.160

Scores: First Generation Agrofuels
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 1 10
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1
Democratic ownership and control: 10 increased power of global
agri-business offsets the limited opportunities for local production and
use
Social justice: 1 10 food price rises, land-grabbing, workers’ rights
Sustainability: 1/10 – expansion is reliant on land conversion and
damage to ecosystems
Scalability: 1 10
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Carbon capture and storage /
‘Clean’ fossil fuels
Carbon capture and storage CC is a major departure from other climate mitigation strategies as, rather than stopping a damaging activity or replacing fossil fuel use, it allows current activities to continue but captures the carbon
emissions and buries them under the ground. CC is a major plank of the uropean nion’s strategy of moving
towards sustainable fossil fuels’.161 The CC approach fails to recognise the wider systemic problem of overconsumption or deal with the other impacts of that overconsumption.
CCS is also closely associated with enhanced oil recovery (EOR), where the carbon dioxide pumped into ageing oil
wells makes more oil available, which in turn produces more emissions when burned. Companies’ duty to pursue proﬁt
above other concerns means CC would be used with O wherever possible unless this is actively prevented.
For some environmentalists, CC is a lesser evil than either nuclear power or devastating climate change. But could it
work in time, and what are its side effects
How the technology works
CCS is a system for capturing, transporting and storing carbon dioxide from large emitters. Most of the work is currently going into applying this technology to power stations but it could theoretically be used to capture the emissions
from other large single-site emitters such as cement, iron or steel works and oil and gas reﬁneries.16
Capture
There are three main methods for capturing carbon dioxide from a power station being put forward:16
Pre-combustion capture involves gasifying the fuel to separate it into hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The hydrogen
is lighter so the two gases are easily separated and the carbon dioxide stream is relatively pure. The hydrogen is then
burnt to power a generator and produce electricity.
Post-combustion capture chemically ‘scrubs’ the carbon dioxide from the mixture of gases produced during the combustion process. This has the advantage that it can be retroﬁtted to existing plant.
Oxyfuel combustion involves burning the fuel in oxygen rather than air, meaning that the exhaust gas consists
primarily of water vapour and carbon dioxide. When the water vapour is condensed out, the remaining carbon dioxide
gas can be captured.
Each of these options requires a large amount of extra energy - 10-40% more depending on the technique used.16
This energy is used to compress the carbon dioxide for transportation and in the capture process - either to gasify the
fuel, to ‘scrub’ the ﬂue gas of carbon dioxide, or to extract oxygen from the air.
Transport
The most effective means of transporting the captured carbon dioxide is via pipelines, similar to the gas pipeline infrastructure that already exists. Tankers could also be used but would be more expensive and less efﬁcient.16
Storage
There are three main options for storage of captured carbon dioxide:166
Geological storage in depleted oil and gas ﬁelds, saline aquifers (geological formations containing
undrinkable water with high salt contents , or unmineable coal beds.
Ocean storage either by dissolving the carbon dioxide in ocean water or pumping it deep down to the
ocean ﬂoor. Below a certain depth and pressure in the deep ocean, carbon dioxide liqueﬁes and
becomes denser than water so in theory should form a stable lake on the ocean ﬂoor.
Mineral sequestration in which the carbon dioxide reacts with quicklime (calcium oxide), to form limestone
calcium carbonate . The IPCC has estimated that a power plant equipped with CC using mineral storage
would need 60-180% more energy than a power plant without CCS.16
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Carbon Capture & Storage Current Position
Status of the technology
Aspects of this technology already exist to various levels of maturity as carbon dioxide is already used by the oil industry to enable exploitation of oil reserves that would otherwise stay in the ground. This technique is known as Enhanced
Oil Recovery (EOR). Carbon dioxide pumped into ageing oil ﬁelds dissolves the oil, making it ﬂow more easily so that
it can be pumped. Norwegian oil company Statoil has been pumping carbon dioxide into the Sleipner ﬁeld in the North
ea since 1996,16 this is simply for storage not for EOR. This carbon dioxide has been removed from gas deposits
that have too high a carbon dioxide content to be allowed onto the market.169
t the capture stage, both pre and post combustion technologies are used in some commercial projects. Pre-combustion capture is used in fertiliser manufacturing.1 0 Post combustion capture is used in the natural gas processing
industry.1 1 pplying this technology to power plants would require further development and demonstration projects.
Oxyfuel combustion is at the demonstration phase.1 Pipeline transport of carbon dioxide is an existing technology
(in the USA, over 2,500 km of pipelines transport more than 40 Mt/carbon dioxide per year).1 Of the storage options,
the geology of oil and gas ﬁelds well understood because of the experience of the oil industry, however more research
is needed to conﬁrm whether these structures are suitable to store carbon dioxide for thousands of years.1 ess is
known about storage in saline aquifers.1 Another proposed use is to store carbon dioxide in coal seams to enable the
extraction of methane; this technology is also at a demonstration phase.1 6 Ocean storage and mineral carbonation are
both at a research phase.1 Systems for injecting carbon dioxide and monitoring storage need further development,
including adaptation from existing applications used by the oil industry.1 There is no method yet for determining how
much can be stored and how to tell if things are going wrong.1 9
The IPCC suggests that from well selected storage sites, storage rates are likely to exceed 99% over 100 years.1 0
eakage is possible from sites in two ways, either large scale leaks during transportation or injection,1 1 or gradual
seepage over time from abandoned oil wells or damage to the geological structure as a result of earlier oil and gas
exploration.1 Potential sites would have to be well surveyed to minimise the possibility of seepage.
Although the technologies needed for various aspects of a CCS system exist to varying degrees of development,
there are no examples of a fully integrated CCS system in existence.1
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Support for the technology
Many governments are currently supporting the development of carbon capture and storage, including demonstration
projects in the
,
, orway,
, ustralia and China.
Developing a fully integrated CC system would require numerous demonstration projects adapting various systems
for capture with different designs of power plant and testing out options for storage. These programmes would need to
be run for a number of years in order for the technology to be properly demonstrated. The
government anticipates
that this would take at least 1 years.1 The
estimates that CC could be commercially available in 0 01 and
that 1 demonstration plants of 00MW would be required costing at least bn
bn .1 6 The
has announced
a competition for a demonstration project to apply post-combustion CC to either a new or old power plant.1 The
’s main demonstration programme, Future en, will not be operating until 01 .1 The
government’s scenario
envisages emissions reductions from CC not starting until 0 0, and increasing from a very low base of initially saving 00,000 tonnes of carbon per year.1 9 For comparison, the UK’s largest coal plant, Drax, alone produces over 20
million tonnes of carbon dioxide each year.190

Major players
Companies likely to bid for UK CCS demonstration competition:
Powerfuels, .On, cottish Power, cottish and outhern nergy, Centrica, Progressive nergy,
Conoco Philips, W
Members of Futuregen:
merican lectric Power, nglo merican, B P Billiton, China uaneng roup, CO O nergy, .O ,
Foundation Coal, uminant, Peabody nergy, PP nergy ervices, io Tinto nergy merica, outhern
Company ervices, Inc, strata Coal

Carbon Capture & Storage Issues
Delaying action on climate change
CC is only useful as a solution to climate change if it can be used now and scaled up. study by MIT suggests CC
will not be operating on a commercial scale until 0 0. hell says it will not be in widespread use until 0 0. But even
taking the optimistic projections of various governments, if CC will not be available on a large scale until at least
0 0 it cannot contribute to peaking global greenhouse gas emissions by 01 or to managing the energy descent
in time to avoid devastating climate change. Because waiting for its introduction is being used as an excuse to keep
burning coal, CC will not so much smooth the transition to a low carbon economy as delay it.
The optimistic timescales already look like they are beginning to slip. Despite statements from senior executives
saying, developing commercially viable CC should be a priority for companies and governments all over the world’,
hell, along with its partner tatoil, ditched a CC demonstration project in orway which would have enabled O
from their Draugen and Heidrun oil ﬁelds due to lack of proﬁtability.
The US government’s FutureGen project, a joint initiative between the government and the coal industry, is also ﬂoundering. aving originally planned a single demonstration plant and completed a tendering process to determine the
location, the Department of Energy announced in January 2008, just six weeks after the location of the project was announced, that the project is being restructured and the money will instead be shared between a number of projects.191
This has put the date the demonstration plants are supposed to begin operating back from 01 19 to 01 .
For all the spin, governments and companies have not been prepared to put their money where their mouth is on
CC , waiting for the carbon market to kick in and make the projects economically viable. The projected dates of 016
and 0 0 may well be overoptimistic. When will real emissions reduction action begin Other technologies are available now.
The potential to reduce carbon emissions is over-hyped
The IPCC estimates that by 2050 20-40% of global fossil fuel emissions would be technically suitable for capture
including 30-60% of emissions from electricity production and 30-40% of emissions from industry.19 ctual emissions
captured would inevitably be less than this, and there would be additional emissions resulting from the processes
of CCS which can itself consume up to 40% of the energy produced by a power station depending on the method
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used.19 In addition, energy used to extract and transport coal takes up to quarter of the energy coal produces at the
power station. These emissions cannot be captured. The most comprehensive assessment, made by Peter iebhan of
the erman erospace Centre suggests that CC can reduce greenhouse gas emissions from coal power stations by
little more than two thirds.19 This is less than the deep cuts which scientists are saying need to be made.
Justifying the expansion of coal
Choosing CC means choosing coal. While CC could theoretically be used for capturing emissions from a range of
large point sources of carbon dioxide, most of the interest is in capture from coal power stations. Coal is a much more
abundant resource than oil and gas (reserves exist to last up to 147 years at current rates of production according to
the World Coal Institute196), coal reserves are widely geographically spread, and coal is cheap. CCS is expensive, so
to become competitive the fuel needs to be cheap.
CCS is already being used as an excuse for the expansion of coal. For 20 years, no new coal power stations have
been built in the
.19 With many of the UK’s coal power stations coming to the end of their life and expected to close
19
by 01 , the coal industry is using the possibility of future CC technology to push the government into granting
permission for a new generation of coal plants. erman energy company .O is planning two new 00 MW coal
power stations at the site of its current plant at ingsnorth in ent.199 The plant will emit more than million tons of
carbon dioxide a year. 00 Nationally there are another six coal power stations in the pipeline. 01 It is assumed that new
plants will be built capture ready’, so that CC technology could potentially be added if it becomes commercially viable.
In practice, this means little more than designating space for a future carbon capture plant at the site. It is unclear
whether the government will require all plants to be capture ready in any case. 0 mails between the Department for
Business nterprise and egulatory eform B
and ingsnorth’s owner, .On, have revealed that .On vetoed
B
’s suggestion of including CC in the conditions for the plant. 0 ince then, .On have announced that ingsnorth will be entered into the government’s competition for funding for a CC demonstration plant. 0 If they do not
win will they cancel their plans
The new Kingsnorth plants are expected to open in 2013. In the best case scenario, where the new plants would be
adapted for carbon capture straight away when the technology becomes available and economically competitive the
technology may be available and tested as a complete system by 0 0, but it could take a decade for the system to
be applied to all existing plant) 0 there will be a signiﬁcant overlap where the new plants are emitting huge quantities
of carbon dioxide with no CCS in place. Building new coal plants in Kent is also problematic. Kingsnorth power station
is a long way from potential storage sites in the North Sea oil ﬁelds. If coal and CCS are to be used then it makes
more sense to concentrate plants further north than to build pipeline infrastructure across the country. The government
has acknowledged this, saying, we will need to recognise that for some projects the scope for CC eg because of
geographical location or other technical limitations may be limited’. 06 In addition, retroﬁtting existing plants is much
less economical than building new plants with carbon capture once the technology is ready. The
estimates the
cost of retroﬁtting ‘capture ready’ plants to be €600,000 – 700,000 (£475,000-554,000) per megawatt of capacity. 0 o
building new coal plants under the excuse of future CCS increases medium term emissions and the eventual cost of
emissions reductions.
Expanding coal use means more mining. In 2007, work began at the new Ffos-y-Fran open cast mine in Merthyr
Tydﬁl, Wales, one of the largest in Europe. 0 The mine covers 00 hectares 09 with the edge of the site only 6 metres
from people’s homes 10 and is dubbed a land reclamation scheme’ by the mining company, Miller rgent. 11 It will
excavate 11 million tonnes of coal 1 resulting in 30 million tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions. 1 Ten new coal mines
were approved by the abour government in 006. 1 The
government’s commitment to securing the long term
future of the coal industry’, 1 seems to outrank reducing emissions.
Sustainability impacts of coal
CCS means burning more coal than is used in a conventional coal plant, so bar the impact of the carbon dioxide which
is captured, all the other unsustainable impacts of coal are multiplied. Coal is the dirtiest of all fuels, from its mining to
disposal of waste products. It releases toxic pollutants into the air, water and land, and destroys habitats. The coal industry claims that with clean coal’ technology these impacts are reduced, but even with the most cutting edge technology harmful emissions from coal plants are not eliminated, and in most cases they remain higher than for other forms
of electricity generation. These technologies are expensive and with the expense of CCS already added to the cost of
electricity generation it is highly unlikely that they would ever be universally applied.
Sustainability impacts of carbon storage
The main impact of geological storage of carbon dioxide is from leakage. Large scale leaks would have a global
impact on the climate. Can anyone be sure that signiﬁcant leaks would not happen because of human error or technichapter I - the technologies carbon capture and storage -

cal faults? The effect of seepage of carbon dioxide on ecosystems is little understood. In places where carbon dioxide
leaks naturally from the earth ecosystems are adapted to it. There is a danger of signiﬁcant ecosystem disruption if
carbon dioxide seeps into an ecosystem that is not adapted to it. Carbon dioxide dissolved in water creates a mild
acid, and seepage could pollute drinking water sources or contribute to ocean acidiﬁcation. There is a concern that
companies wanting to minimise the cost of transportation of the carbon dioxide will use less than perfect sites that are
closer to the sources of emissions. If this technology is used, any leaks would have to be found and remedied, yet the
technology to ensure this does not exist. There are signiﬁcant legal questions around who will be responsible for long
term storage similar questions around responsibility for nuclear waste have proven intractable.
With ocean storage of carbon dioxide there is a distinct likelihood that this technology would contribute to the acidiﬁcation of the oceans caused by climate change, which is already a grave concern. There is also little chance of effectively monitoring ocean storage. This approach is extremely risky and should not be pursued.
Pumping fossil fuels that would otherwise stay in the ground
The close association between CC and enhanced recovery of oil, or methane from coal beds, is one key incentive
motivating CCS’ backers. Oil and gas reserves which are already accessible contain sufﬁcient carbon to cause devastating climate change if burned. ccessing more fossil fuels does not make sense as part of a system for emissions
reductions.
In 00 , BP sought government support for a CC demonstration plant at Peterhead in cotland. The project, a 00
million pre-combustion capture natural gas plant, would have been used for enhanced oil recovery O at BP’s
Miller oil ﬁeld. 16 owever, government support was not received and the project was cancelled. If it had gone ahead,
BP claimed that 26 million tonnes of carbon dioxide would have been sequestered. 1 The carbon dioxide would have
been used to pump an extra 40 million barrels of oil. Based on the emissions from an average barrel of oil, these 40
million barrels would have produced 12.68 million tonnes of carbon dioxide. 1 If captured carbon dioxide is used for
O then it is by no means carbon free’ energy as companies like BP claim.

Conclusion
Its proponents claim that CC offers a route to gradually wean ourselves off fossil fuels while rapidly cutting carbon
emissions. owever, this thinking prolongs business-as-usual, preserving the dominance of the fossil fuel industries
and diverting attention and investment from more sustainable methods of emissions reduction.
For CC to be part of a sustainable solution, it would have to be used as a strictly interim measure, not longer than
the lifespan of a power station, to enable gradual transition from high emission fossil fuel use, building up of renewables capacity and changes to lifestyles and economies to use less energy. It would not be used to enhance recovery of
fossil fuels, to perpetuate the dominance of the fossil fuel industries, to justify the expansion of the coal industry while
CC technology is not available, or to divert funding away from renewables. ince this scenario is a long way from
reality, and is unlikely to emerge in time to be useful, CC will not be an effective solution to climate change.

Scores: Carbon Capture & Storage
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 10 unlikely to
be available in time, and emissions reductions are offset by the effect of
enhanced oil recovery
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1
Democratic ownership and control: 1 10 perpetuates dominance by
big energy corporations
Social justice: 10 no new side effects, but perpetuates injustices of the
coal industry
Sustainability: 10 absolute sustainability limited by coal reserves, also
mining has negative impacts on ecosystems
Scalability 10 - only applicable to very large emissions sources.
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Nuclear Power
The arguments around nuclear power are well rehearsed elsewhere, 19 but this report would not be complete without
an analysis of whether nuclear power is a useful technology in the ﬁght against climate change and what the impacts
would be of a new generation of nuclear power plants.
The nuclear industry has jumped on the climate change issue as a last ditch attempt to survive in the face of long-term
public opposition, cost escalation and the intractable issue of what to do with nuclear waste. The industry has orchestrated a well-executed spin campaign and has succeeded in putting ‘the nuclear option’ back on the table. 0
The arguments used are that nuclear power is ‘clean’ and has low emissions of carbon dioxide, the uranium can be
sourced from friendly countries such as ustralia and Canada without the need to deal with unstable’ Middle astern
countries, that the supply is constant (unlike wind or solar), and that it will ﬁll the gap in energy supply that some commentators have predicted as likely to happen when the current generation of coal and nuclear electricity plants come
to the end of their life between 01 and 0 0. owever, nuclear power is not carbon neutral, would not be on-stream
in time to plug the energy gap or avoid dangerous climate change, and has huge environmental impacts, not least
from the huge quantities of radioactive waste created, which no country has yet developed an effective way of dealing
with.

Nuclear Power Current Position
Status of technology
Nuclear power is a mature technology, and signiﬁcant further developments in efﬁciency and cost-effectiveness seem
unlikely. owever, it is not necessarily dependable since most plans are for new designs of reactor which have not
been built before.
Proportion of current usage
18% of UK electricity generation.

1

Support being received
There have been no nuclear power stations built in the
for 0 years, but a new generation of nuclear power stations was announced in the 006 nergy eview. The government was forced to review this decision after reenpeace successfully challenged it in the igh Court because the policy had not been adequately consulted upon. The
judge ruled that the government’s consultation had been ‘misleading’, ‘seriously ﬂawed’ and ‘procedurally unfair’.
After further consultation, on 10 January 2008, Secretary of State John Hutton announced the government’s resolution
to go ahead with plans for new nuclear power stations. . Ten new reactors are expected.
Major players

6

Electricity generators:
British nergy, DF nergy, .On, W
Construction:
M C, Balfour Beatty, Carillion, ir

obert Mc lpine

Nuclear engineering and design:
reva, P , Westinghouse, tomic nergy of Canada
Nuclear fuel and services:
British uclear Fuels td B F ,

nreco
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Nuclear Power Issues
Nuclear power is not a solution to climate change
Nuclear power is presented as clean energy because no carbon dioxide is emitted during the electricity generation
process. But other energy is required for every other stage in the process including the mining, milling and transportation of the uranium, the construction and decommissioning of the power plants, and the reprocessing, storage and
eventual disposal of nuclear waste. t present, most of this energy comes from fossil fuels.
ife-cycle assessments of the greenhouse gas impacts of nuclear power have produced widely varying and probably
incomplete results. It is difﬁcult to incorporate an assessment of emissions from waste disposal without knowing
how waste will be disposed of, so not all studies incorporate this essential component.
But what are the likely emissions levels?
The UK government estimates the carbon dioxide equivalent emissions per kilowatt hour (kWh) of electricity produced
from nuclear power at - g.
atural gas is responsible for 0g CO e kWh. 9 study by ydney niversity’s
Integrated Sustainability Analysis suggests that the ﬁgure is more like 10-130g CO2 e/kWh with an average of 65g
CO e kWh. 0 nother study by torm an eewen calculates that taking into account best practice and the reality of
errors and problems in the nuclear cycle, emissions of carbon dioxide are in the range of 88-134g CO2e/kWh 1. On
this basis, emissions are certainly less than gas, but likely to be far from carbon-neutral.
ll of these studies assume that the ore used is as high-grade and easy to mine as that in current use. owever, as
the easily mineable and high grade uranium runs out lower grades and more energy intensive mining techniques
would have to be used, signiﬁcantly increasing emissions.
The ustainable Development Commission, the government’s main advisors on sustainability issues, says that in the
most optimistic scenario, a programme of new nuclear power plants could reduce carbon dioxide emissions in the UK
by 4-8% by 2035. This does not, however, take into account the delays associated with the nuclear industry. The
new ‘third generation’ reactor technologies have not been built anywhere in the world. The ﬁrst under construction,
at Olkiluoto in Finland, was supposed to be a showcase for the simplicity of the new design, but has been beset by
delays and cost overruns. The reactor is four years from completion and has already seen cost overruns of 1.
billion 1. bn . It was - 0 months behind schedule after just
months of construction. In fact no nuclear power
station has ever been built in the
without delays and cost overruns and many have also failed to generate as much
electricity as promised. Even with the Sustainable Development Commission’s optimistic ﬁgures, new nuclear power
plants would take at least a decade to build, with the ﬁrst not on stream for at least ﬁfteen years. Even aside from the
other issues, this is too little too late to help.
Outside the
, there are even greater issues with increased use of nuclear power. uclear power is, of course,
closely associated with development of nuclear weapons, including the possibility of terrorist dirty bombs’. ven if
other issues could be ignored, this means that nuclear would never be suitable for use in politically unstable countries,
or countries facing economic or other crises which could lead to lapses in safety standards and increased likelihood
of devastating accidents. s climate change worsens, the number of countries facing such crises will increase - new
nuclear power stations make this prospect even more terrifying.
Waste
o country has solved the issue of how to safely dispose of nuclear waste. ll the high-level waste produced in the
past 60 years of nuclear power generation is sitting in stores waiting for an answer. The answer will need to last for
thousands of years.
If the problem of the existing stockpile of tens of thousands of tonnes of nuclear waste is not tackled during the era of
cheap fossil fuels then it seems unlikely that will ever be solved. Without fossil fuels, how is it proposed to pack the
waste away into secure canisters lined with lead, steel and pure electrolytic copper using remotely-controlled robots
and dump them in the geologic storage repositories that are yet to be established 6
eprocessing nuclear waste to produce more fuel may be able to reduce the need for new mined uranium although
not necessarily - the recent revelations about the UK’s mixed-oxide fuel reprocessing plant at Thorp, which has produced almost nothing in its ﬁrst six years of operation, suggest that this technology is still problematic) . But reprocessing increases the amount of waste to be dealt with as large quantities of materials are rendered radioactive.
The
’s proposed underground waste facility is waiting for a community to volunteer to host it. It is predicted that
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it will take 0 years to complete once the design is ready after a community has stepped forward. It cannot be
proved whether underground burial will totally prevent the waste from leaking back into the environment, polluting
water supplies and the food chain.
The creation of nuclear waste is inseparable from the use of this technology. It exposes future generations to enormous danger, for the sake of short-term political gain and corporate proﬁt.
Impacts of uranium mining
ranium is mainly mined in vast open-cast pits. In some hard-to-reach seams uranium is removed through in situ
leaching, where sulphuric acid, nitrous acid and ammonia are injected into the seam and pumped up again years
later. 9 This leaves a huge amount of radioactive waste in the environment. The ore is then milled. Typical grade
uranium ore requires1000 tonnes of rock to be ground up to produce one tonne of useful fuel. The other 999 tonnes
of rock is radioactive indeﬁnitely and is left in the environment where its radioactive products are free to be leached
out. 0 Treating this waste is regarded as ideal, not as best practice, and would take four times the energy currently
used to mine the uranium.
Cost
The government has said that it will only allow the private sector to build new nuclear power stations without government subsidy. However, assistance given in the past has turned into huge subsidies and long-term government ﬁnancial commitments including a bail-out of British nergy in 00 which has left the government with liabilities amounting
to .1billion. 1 The industry claims that, because of higher fossil fuel prices and carbon pricing, nuclear power is now
economically competitive. owever, the economics of nuclear power are highly uncertain, particularly with the new
generation designs that have never been built before. B Investment esearch say that endorsing new nuclear is
a potentially courageous 60-year bet on fuel prices, discount rates and promised efﬁciency gains…’
BC says that
new nuclear would be a ‘difﬁcult pill to swallow for equity investors’.
overnment subsidies and sweeteners for nuclear power are often hidden from the public. ny company that builds a
new nuclear plant would be liable for its waste and decommissioning costs. owever, the government may choose to
place a cap on this or to transfer liability to the uclear Decommissioning uthority as has happened in the past. Other
possible support the government may give includes underwriting commercial loans for new build, guarantees on cost
overruns or tax breaks. Whatever deals the government strikes now with the nuclear industry, if anything goes wrong
the taxpayer is likely to pick up the tab.
The estimated £62.7 billion costs for the UK’s existing nuclear waste and decommissioning liabilities
public money.

will come from

The nuclear industry is thought to have demanded that the government guarantee a minimum carbon price for the life
of the new stations. If the carbon price were to collapse the taxpayer would be obliged to make up the difference.
Diverting investment from renewables
The huge ﬁnancial commitment to nuclear the UK government is planning would inevitably divert investment away
from other, potentially more effective, ways of tackling greenhouse gas emissions from the energy sector.
Amory Lovins from the US Rocky Mountain Institute has calculated that ‘Each dollar invested in electric efﬁciency
displaces nearly seven times as much carbon dioxide as a dollar invested in nuclear power.’ 6
In announcing the results of the
government’s nergy eview 00 , Patricia ewitt, then Trade and Industry
Secretary, admitted that investment in nuclear would come at the expense of renewables, saying, ‘It would have been
foolish to announce ... that we would embark on a new generation of nuclear power stations because that would have
guaranteed that we would not make the necessary investment and effort in both energy efﬁciency and in renewables.
That is why we are not going to build a new generation of nuclear power stations now.’
It is clear that ‘the necessary investment and effort in both energy efﬁciency and in renewables’ has not been made in
the intervening years, so why has nuclear suddenly become essential to the government’s plans
Flooding and the impacts of climate change
uclear power generation requires huge quantities of water, which is why all of the
’s nuclear power plants are by
the sea. These locations are liable to ﬂooding due to sea level rise and storm surges, which are made more likely by
climate change. Many existing and proposed nuclear sites should not be used for this reason according to researchers
from the Flood azard esearch Centre. The Drigg facility at Sellaﬁeld, where intermediate level nuclear waste is
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stored, is likely to be destroyed due to rising sea levels over the next 500 years – well before the material it contains
loses its radioactivity. 9

Conclusion
For the
government and the corporations involved, a programme of new nuclear power stations has two huge
advantages as an approach to climate change if one believes in the nuclear dream. Firstly, it allows the continuance
of business-as-usual for the energy industry, with large centralised power stations owned by transnational corporations supplying a national grid unlike wind, solar power or decentralised energy plans it requires no new tariffs or
new industry structures. econdly, it allows a semblance of business-as-usual to continue for consumers politicians
can pretend that with nuclear, no signiﬁcant changes to our way of life will be necessary to prevent dangerous climate
change.

Scores: Nuclear Power
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 10
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1
Democratic ownership and control: 1 10 perpetuates dominance
by big energy corporations
Social justice: 1/10 – waste must be dealt with indeﬁnitely by future
generations
Sustainability: 10 absolute sustainability limited by fuel
availability, waste problem gets worse the longer use continues
Scalability: 10 not suitable for all global need

Nuclear Fusion - A Quick Word
breakthrough in nuclear fusion technology has been about twenty years away’ since around the 19 0s, if the
researchers are to be believed. ven if that were true today, it is not going to be developed and scaled up to be
onstream in time to solve the current emergency. Despite this, 10 billion
.9bn is going into the fusion research
0
.
project for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (IT
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Solar Power
How it Works
Photovoltaics (PV)
In a photovoltaic panel, light energy induces an electric current in a semiconductor usually silicon . P functions anywhere there is light; it is effective even at low intensity but the greater the light intensity the greater the ﬂow of electricity.
Solar thermal
Solar thermal technologies use sunlight to heat a ﬂuid in a black container, either directly heating water or passing the
heat to water via a heat exchanger. In the UK it is currently mostly used for domestic hot-water supply.
Concentrated solar power (CSP)
C P uses intense solar radiation to heat water to turn a turbine and produce electricity. There are various different
designs but each uses mirrors to focus the sun’s energy on a receiver in which a oil is heated to temperatures of 001000°C 1, which in turn heats the water to drive a steam turbine. C P requires intense sunlight, and has been used in
California since 19 . There is a great potential globally for C P to be used, particularly in deserts. lectricity is only
produced in the daytime and is difﬁcult to store for use at night.
Passive solar
The use of building design to maximise heat gain from sunlight and minimise heat loss, eg by increasing window area
on the south-facing side of a building. It is a design issue rather than a separate technology in its own right.

Solar Power Current Position
Status of the technology
olar energy technologies are already functional and are being developed further. There is considerable scope for
rapid engineering improvements and for major economies of scale in manufacturing and deployment. Price per kWh is
falling rapidly. Technological breakthroughs may be required to signiﬁcantly increase energy storage potential (see
below .
Proportion of current usage
Less than 0.1% of UK energy use (including PV and solar thermal).
Support for the technology
The market for PV is greatest in Germany, the USA and Japan, with Germany taking a massive 58% share of the global market. This is due to government support for solar energy including `feed in’ tariffs where users are paid a ﬁxed
rate for electricity returned to the grid.
In the
, the Major Photovoltaics Demonstration Programme P MDP which gave grants to install P including to
households, schools and public buildings, has closed and been replaced by the ow Carbon Buildings Programme
covering a range of domestic low carbon technologies and energy efﬁciency measures.
ew C P plants are underway in pain and the
with potential markets in China. The high level of investment
needed for large scale energy production is the main block to expansion of this technology.
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Major players
Photovoltaics Manufacturers:
harp, yocera, BP olar, vancis, Isofoton, unTech, iemens, Mitsubishi, anyo, W
lar, olarWorld

chott olar,

anoso-

Photovoltaics Installation:
British as Interestingly, big energy companies such as British as are moving into the solar installation
business which was previously the preserve of small companies. Their size means they can sometimes
out-compete smaller companies, and British as is also going into partnership with local authorities and the
government to offer incentives to customers installing with them.
Concentrated solar power:
usra, Flagsol, cciona, bengoa, chott, olar Millennium

Solar Power Issues
Price
PV is still very expensive. It currently takes three to eight years for solar panels to produce the amount of energy it
took to make them, but this is predicted to drop to two to four years. 6 olar panels currently have a - 0 year life
expectancy, but they only pay for themselves after 25-35 years. Industry claims that costs are coming down, falling
roughly 20% every time the industry doubles global manufacturing capacity, which is every two years. Theoretically,
solar also becomes more competitive when the full cost of emitting carbon is taken into account, but see the section
on carbon trading in Chapter for why this doesn’t work in practice.
Encouraging take-up
Despite the fact that solar is the biggest area in cleantech investing, and even with projected increases in efﬁciency
through new designs, it is hard to see that there will be a major transformative shift to solar in the
without government schemes such as a feed in tariff’ scheme similar to that introduced in ermany. 9 In that scheme, small-scale
renewable generation is encouraged through a guaranteed preferential tariff for up to 0 years. Other
countries
offer schemes based on similar principles. The tern eview considers feed-in tariffs to be an effective way of encouraging the deployment of renewable power generation. 60 One issue with this that in the
, energy demand is highest
in winter when light intensity is lower. Domestic users will sell to the grid when demand is low and buy from it when
demand is high. o attempts to bring in a feed in tariff scheme would doubtless be resisted by powerful electricity
companies for whom the economics of the scheme are unattractive.
It may be that large scale investment in solar is not the best option for
public money when other renewable energy options are cheaper now, though the technology certainly has a part to play for off-grid and decentralised energy
generation see below . In other countries with greater solar resources and or less developed distribution grids these
issues may not apply.
Storage
ll solar technologies work only when there is light concentrated solar and solar thermal generally require intense
direct sunlight. While hot water from solar thermal can be stored for hours or even days, storage for electricity is more
difﬁcult and less efﬁcient, particularly on a large scale where few technologies currently exist. One idea is to use the
excess electricity to pump compressed air into underground pipes and to release the air to turn a turbine at times of
peak demand, 61 but technologies such as this are in their infancy.
Manufacture and disposal
Some solar technologies use substances which are toxic or carcinogenic or cause harmful environmental impacts
when disposed of. Substances which may be released in multicrystalline silicon PV module production are ﬂuorine,
chlorine, nitrate, isopropanol, sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, respirable silica particles and solvents. 6 evels of
emissions of damaging substances are orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding emissions of a coal plant.
However some, such as silicon dioxide, may nevertheless be considered rather high for a technology with is considered sustainable. 6
New ‘thin ﬁlm’ solar technologies make use of new nanomaterials. Nanosolar have developed a nanoparticle ink which
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simply prints the semiconductor of a solar cell as though it were ink. 6 Development of nano-materials has outpaced
research into their safety, and there is no regulation to ensure that the public and the environment is protected from
any adverse effects. 6 The use of nanoparticles is particularly of concern as waste produced during the manufacturing process will be released into the environment causing unknown harm. Other new technologies use highly toxic
substances such as cadmium.
Resource depletion may become an issue for some materials. For example, the world’s entire current annual silver
production would be required to achieve around a 20% contribution to world electricity supply using current solar technologies. 66 Other than aluminium frames, few of the materials from solar cells can currently be recycled.

Conclusion
Solar is one of the emissions-reducing technologies with the greatest potential for scaling-up to provide a signiﬁcant
portion of global energy needs. It also has the advantages of not needing signiﬁcant new infrastructure and of being
usable in isolated areas, both of which make it suitable for Majority World use. owever, take-up will be hampered unless storage technologies can be developed.
In addition, solar is less attractive to traditional oil or power generation companies which have focused on ongoing sales of electricity or fuel, whereas solar mostly requires one-off sales of equipment. While there is undoubtedly
money to be made in the coming decades by selling solar panels, margins are likely to be lower in the long term than
for selling electricity or fuel.

Scores: Solar Power
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 10 - embodied energy of
panels means not carbon neutral
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1
Democratic ownership and control 10 only manufacture requires
centralisation and high technology - use can be very decentralised.
Social justice 10 no new negative side-effects and potentially allows
extension of electricity availability into off-grid areas. Possibility of energy
‘colonialism’ (see ‘Extending the grid’) could reduce this ﬁgure.
Sustainability 6 10 may be some problems with raw materials availability and
impacts of manufacturing
Scalability 10 could provide for a large proportion of global use, storage
remains an issue.
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Wind Power
How it Works
Wind turns blades connected to a turbine, generating electricity.
most turbines shut down in very high winds.

igher wind speeds generate more electricity, though

Wind Power Current Position
Status of the technology
arious types and sizes of wind turbines are in use and the technology is developing rapidly. They range in size from
micro turbines providing energy for individual homes, to 0m offshore turbines each generating MW of electricity. 6
Price per kWh continues to fall. Deployment is also advancing rapidly. s with solar power, technological breakthroughs may be required to signiﬁcantly increase energy storage potential.
Proportion of current usage
Just over 1% of UK electricity generation in 2006 – this ﬁgure has more than doubled in two years.
Support for the technology
The global market for wind power has been expanding faster than any other source of renewable energy. 6 The largest markets for wind energy in 00 were ermany, pain, the
, India and Denmark. 69 In ermany, premium
0
tariffs for wind power encouraged investment.
Investment in wind energy is encouraged by the
government through the enewables Obligation which requires
power suppliers to buy a portion of the electricity they supply from renewables. The current level is 7.9% for 2007/08
rising to 15.4% by 2015/16. 1 Another incentive is the Climate Change Levy which taxes businesses and public institutions using energy derived from non renewable sources.
Major players
Manufacturers:
Vestas, Nordex, Siemens, Clipper, GE, Enercon
Large UK Windfarm Owners and Developers:
Falck, cottish and outhern, W
power, cottish Power, .On, Centrica, Fred Olsen

enewables, attenfall

Wind Power Issues
Intermittency
Wind turbines produce electricity when the wind blows, not when you press a switch. The unpredictable nature of wind
electricity production is known as intermittency. To keep the grid working demand has to exactly match supply. Pronuclear lobby groups have jumped on the intermittency issue to dampen interest in wind power.
This issue could potentially be partly resolved by spreading wind farms around the country, or by having a more
intelligently designed web of supply and demand management. This, though, would require signiﬁcant behavioural
change consumers would have to get used to not assuming round-the-clock access on demand and some new technology of its own, eg to communicate with electricity users and encourage them to use high-energy devices only when
supply is available. Methods for predicting wind ﬂow are improving, as are technologies for managing supply and
demand. 6 s with solar, developments in storage technologies could also solve this problem.
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Landscape impact
In the
, some areas have seen considerable local opposition to the building of wind farms. While some of this opposition is purely aesthetic, and likely to evaporate as the real dangers of climate change become more widely known,
and some is based on prejudice or encouragement by other vested interests, there are genuine objections to overcome. For example, there have been a number of wind farms proposed in the UK that have had signiﬁcant negative
environmental impacts such as requiring large numbers of trees to be felled to reduce turbulence. Building wind
farms on peat requires the peat to be drained and give up the large amounts of carbon it stores. Building on birds’
migration routes poses a risk to bird life. 9 ll these issues can be avoided with foresight and environmental impact
assessments, and still leave the
with huge potential for developing wind power, although when commentators give
estimates of the
’s potential wind resource these factors are often not taken into account.
Onshore or offshore
The wind blows strongest at sea. Offshore wind gives the potential for bigger turbines generating more electricity,
but some of the energy is lost in transmission, and undersea cables are expensive. The UK has four offshore wind
projects already generating electricity 0. Six further wind farms are approved, and nineteen more are planned. Offshore wind avoids most of the aesthetic and some of the environmental objections faced by onshore projects but may
still cause problems for birdlife.

Conclusion
ike solar, wind is one of the emissions-reducing technologies with the greatest potential for scaling-up to provide a
signiﬁcant portion of global energy needs, particularly in windy countries like the UK. Since larger turbines and turbines in exposed areas are more efﬁcient, at present wind lends itself to deployment in large wind farms, though efﬁciency and costs improvements may eventually make small-scale wind viable for more than niche uses. As with solar,
however, take-up will be hampered unless better storage technologies can be developed. Overcoming local objections
to wind farms may require design improvements and ownership structures which give more advantage to local residents.

Scores: Wind Power
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 10 - embodied energy of
turbines means not carbon neutral
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1
Democratic ownership and control: 10 as with solar, could be very
decentralised but current centralised deployment perpetuates dominance by big
energy corporations
Social justice: 10 no new negative side-effects and potentially allows
extension of electricity availability into off-grid areas.
Sustainability: 10
Scalability: 10 could provide for a large proportion of global use, storage
remains an issue.
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Water Power - hydroelectricity,
tidal power, wave power
How it Works
Large-scale hydroelectric
dam on a watercourse creates a reservoir. Water from the reservoir is gradually released through turbines to produce electricity. ome hydroelectric power stations can also be used to store energy. t times of low demand surplus
power from the grid is used to pump water uphill into reservoirs to be released and generate electricity at peak demand.
Small-scale hydroelectric (micro-hydro)
Small plants use the ﬂow of a river or stream to turn a turbine.
Tidal power
A tidal barrage works like a hydroelectric scheme, with a large barrier across an estuary which holds up the tidal ﬂow
(in or out) and releases water gradually, using the ﬂow of the tide to turn a turbine or to push air through a pipe to a
turbine. A similar system called tidal lagoons uses artiﬁcial pools which ﬂood at high tide and empty on the ebb, using
the ﬂow of water to generate electricity.
Other tidal power designs work more like small-scale hydro, with turbines moving with the ﬂow of the tide like underwater wind turbines.
Wave power
Several designs for exploiting wave power are being developed. Certain common elements can be observed, in
particular, a wave power machine needs to resist the motion of the waves in order to generate power, ie part of the
machine needs to move while another part remains still. ome designs include
Oscillating water column a partially submerged, hollow structure installed in the sea. It is open to the sea below the
water line, enclosing a column of air on top of a column of water. Waves cause the water column to rise and fall, which
in turn compresses and decompresses the air column. This trapped air is allowed to ﬂow to and from the atmosphere
via a turbine.
Buoyant moored device: this ﬂoats on or just below the surface of the water and is moored to the sea ﬂoor. In this
type of device, the mooring is static and is arranged in such a way that the waves’ motion will move only one part of
the machine.
Hinged contour device: a long articulated tube, the size of several railway carriages, with hydraulic ﬂuid in the joints.
The resistance to the waves is created by the alternate motion of the waves, which raises and lowers different sections of the machine relative to each other, pushing the ﬂuid in the joints through hydraulic pumps to generate electricity. 1

Water Power Current Position
Status of the technologies
Large-scale hydro mature technology, in use since 19th century. arge dams are still being built around the world,
particularly in the global outh.
Small-scale hydro developing. ffective designs are available, but deployment is mostly slow. China currently has
over 50% of the world’s small hydro capacity and is continuing to promote its use in rural areas.
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Tidal power – experimental and developing. Some tidal power is in use, but new designs may be needed to develop
technologies which are widely applicable and avoid adverse local environmental impacts. The world’s ﬁrst megawattscale commercial generator of the underwater wind turbine’ design has been installed in trangford ough, orthern
Ireland, and will permanently feed into the grid from ugust 00 99
Wave power – experimental and developing. Engineering improvements would be needed to create an efﬁcient and
widely applicable technology.
Proportion of current usage
Large-scale hydro – approximately 1% of current UK electricity generation, mostly in Scotland. One 100MW dam is
under construction at lendoe.
Others – less than 0.1%
Support for the technologies
In the UK, expansion of large scale hydro is limited due to environmental concerns and the fact that most of the potential sites have already been used. Interest in large scale projects has shifted to tidal barrages, with construction and
engineering companies lobbying for a tidal barrage on the evern estuary.
lsewhere in urope, growth in hydroelectric schemes has been closely associated with growth in heavy industry, for
example aluminium smelters which require huge amounts of cheap energy.
Major players
Large-scale hydro

In the

the largest owner of hydroelectric systems is cottish and outhern nergy.

International hydropower industry Includes construction and engineering companies such as
Impreglio, oith iemens, alcrow, lstom, Mott Macdonald.

orsk

ydro,

Severn Barrage The evern Tidal Power roup T P is a consortium of engineering and construction companies formed in 19 1 to push for the construction of a evern Barrage. Its members are Balfour Beatty, Taylor
Woodrow, ir obert Mc lpine and lstom.

Water Power Issues
Large scale hydro
There are major social and environmental issues with large scale dams. They gather silt behind the dam wall, block
the ﬂow of nutrients and wildlife downstream, fragment many of the world’s major rivers and have displaced hundreds
of millions of people. They are an environmental catastrophe in wildlife terms.
But is the energy produced from dams free from greenhouse gas emissions
o. When a dam is built and the land
behind is ﬂooded, the submerged plantlife decays, releasing stored carbon as either carbon dioxide or methane. For
several years after the land is ﬂooded the immersed vegetation gives off a huge pulse of methane. Even after it subsides, methane production continues indeﬁnitely as seasonal drops in reservoir levels allow plants to grow which later
get submerged. 6 Methane is 25 times stronger as a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. Over a hundred years
artiﬁcial reservoirs (about a quarter of which feed hydroelectric dams) will contribute about 7% of the global warming
impact of all human activities.
study of the greenhouse gas emissions from the Curu - na dam in Brazil showed that, over than a decade after
ﬁlling, cumulative emissions were nearly four times worse than if the same amount of electricity had been generated
from burning oil. 9 The effect varies widely from dam to dam; it is much worse in tropical areas where plant growth
is more vigorous, and in reservoirs of new dams (where the entire lake ﬂoor may consist of decaying plant matter). 90
However, studies in temperate areas show that the greenhouse gas contribution is still signiﬁcant; at best it appears a
dam gives one-tenth of the greenhouse effect of generating the same power from fossil fuels. 91
owever, decaying vegetation is not the only source of emissions from dams. The vast majority of dams are made
from concrete and cement, sometimes millions of tonnes in a single dam. Manufacturing cement produces around
5-10% of global carbon dioxide emissions, at a rate of a tonne of carbon dioxide per tonne of cement 96. o large
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dams may be responsible for millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions before they are even ﬁlled.
The World Commission on Dams has said: ‘there is no justiﬁcation for claiming that hydro-electricity does not contribute signiﬁcantly to global warming’. 9
Small scale hydro
Small scale hydro projects, particularly systems running off the ﬂow of a river or stream, avoid the negative environmental impacts of larger hydroelectric schemes. They also have the advantage of being suitable for use in isolated areas away from power grids. While small-scale hydro is only suitable for some sites, and output is not entirely consistent as it will vary seasonally depending on the ﬂow of the watercourse, there is nevertheless scope for considerable
further deployment and development with few side-effects.
Tidal power
Currently only three tidal barrages exist worldwide, 9 the largest on the ance river in Brittany, France. 9 The main
reason why the technology has not been used more worldwide is that it is hugely expensive, only a limited number of
suitable sites exist, and because of the destruction of the ecosystems of estuaries. 9
The underwater wind turbine’ generators are very new technology and their potential impact on marine life is unknown. Just as early wind advocates didn’t foresee the impact on birdlife, so tidal blades may have signiﬁcant impact
on marine life. The trangford ough generator’s initial three months involve only operating during daylight hours and
having a marine mammal observer onboard at all times, plus sonar to monitor seal movements. 99
power are planning to install seven similar devices in a 10. MW project off the coast of nglesey, although due to the
length of planning this wouldn’t be in commission until 011 at the earliest. 00
The Severn Barrage
ince the 19th century there have been plans to build a tidal barrage across the evern estuary as the site has the
second greatest tidal range difference in height between low and high tide in the world, but none of the proposals
have ever got off the ground. owever, the
government has indicated its support for a evern Barrage’ 96 following
a report from the ustainable Development Commission which supported the scheme on condition that it was publicly
owned and money was put into a compensatory habitat’ for threatened wildlife. 9
A 16km barrage in the Severn Estuary could supply 4.4% of UK electricity demand (17TWh) generating electricity for
over 1 0 years, with construction costs in the region of 1 billion. 9 owever, the impacts on the local ecosystem are
huge and irreversible. It would result in the loss of the mudﬂat, saltmarsh and sandﬂat habitats which are internationally protected as a site for wading birds. 99 The barrage would also have a signiﬁcant adverse impact on ﬁsh populations as they get killed or injured in the turbines, their migration routes are blocked and the spawning grounds of many
species would be beyond the barrier. 00 further disadvantage is that the project would produce power in two massive
pulses’ each day, which though predictable would often be unaligned with consumer demand and potentially be difﬁcult to accommodate on a grid based on intermittent renewables. 01
The Environment Agency chief executive Barbara Young has slammed the proposed Severn Barrage scheme saying: ‘A project to deliver 5% of the UK’s energy at the price of wrecking valuable wildlife is not the way forward...If you
wrote someone a note, you would not reach for the Mona isa to write it on.’ 0 Friends of the arth have proposed an
alternative scheme using less intrusive tidal lagoons’. They claim that their scheme would be cost-effective and less
ecologically damaging, protecting rare habitats. 0
Wave Power
Waves are a powerful source of energy, but the energy is difﬁcult to harness as any technology must withstand rough
conditions and be able to generate from small as well as large waves. At present there is no reason to foresee signiﬁcant side effects from increased deployment of wave power.
There are two wave power devices in the
. Total capacity currently stands at 1. MW 0 , with many new projects
in the development stage including a MW cottish Power project in Orkney. ccording to the government the
has
wave power levels that are among the highest in the world. Wave energy has the potential to provide as much renewable energy as the wind industry, but the development of wave technology is currently at the same level as the wind
industry was 10 years ago. 0 However, the changes to the Renewables Obligation in 2009 will add an extra incentive
to use wave power and tidal stream.
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Biomass
How it Works
Biomass as an energy source refers to the burning of wood, other plant material or dung, either for direct use as heat
or to generate electricity.
In this section we include the use of biogas methane for fuel captured from the decomposition of plant and animal
waste in the absence of air. The methane can be used either for heating or for generating electricity.
Landﬁll gas and incineration are dealt with separately – see below.

Biomass Current Position
Status of the technology
Burning biomass is humanity’s oldest energy technology
traditional heating and cooking ﬁres and stoves.

the majority of biomass fuel use globally is still made up of

Proportion of current usage
14% global energy use, mostly traditional biomass. Biomass is globally the largest contributor to renewable energy
production. 06
Approximately 0.6% of UK energy use, including wood and other plant-based solid fuels and sewage gas.

0

Support for the technology
Biomass is supported in the
through the enewables Obligation which requires electricity suppliers to use a set
amount of renewable energy 0 , and through action plans to encourage the growth of fuel crops and promotion of
biomass through management of forestry. The government also operates grant schemes such as the 00 million
09
nvironmental Transformation Fund which supports a range of renewable technologies in the
. In 00 09, 10
million of this fund will go towards capital and infrastructure grants for bio-energy.
Major players
EDF, Drax, Prenergy Power, E.On, SembCorp Utilities, RWE, ESD Biomass, Scottish Power, Renewable Fuels Ltd.
Biomass
.

Biomass Issues
Co-ﬁring
The main use for biomass in large scale electricity production is in co-ﬁring biomass with coal in power stations. This
has been exploited in public relations campaigns by the coal-ﬁred power generation industry to deﬂect criticism while
climate change demands their closure. For example, Drax power station, the UK’s largest coal-ﬁred power plant, producing 7% of the UK’s electricity, trumpets its co-ﬁring even though, until this year, it represented less than 2% of its
total production. Drax made a big play of using locally sourced fuel, saying that ‘Drax Power has already made much
progress in promoting local supply partnerships for future forestry and energy crops’, 10 but has since been using olive
pips transported from Italy as feedstock, 11 with the attendant transport emissions.
Co-ﬁring with biomass also faces major problems of scalability. For example, if Drax were to achieve their short-term
goal of producing 10% of its output from biomass, it would require 450,000 hectares of willow on 3-year rotation coppice. 1 On this basis, an area one-quarter the size of the
would need to be planted with willow in order to produce
10% of the UK’s electricity from co-ﬁred biomass.
Scottish Power’s Longannet and Cockenzie plants have introduced biomass requiring 12% of Scotland’s total agriculchapter I - the technologies biomass -

tural land. 1 This is to displace only 5 % of the company’s coal requirement by 2013.
available on levels of indirect carbon emissions due to land use for
biomass.

1

There are no ﬁgures currently

Co-ﬁring biomass with coal can never be a low-carbon fuel. Drax’s most optimistic engineers concede that for technical reasons it can never exceed 20% biomass, 9 which means it will be at best 80% coal and therefore still far higher
emitting than any other source of electricity apart from straightforward coal.
Large scale biomass power plants
new 0MW biomass power plant, the largest in the world, has been granted permission in Port Talbot. 1 The plant
00 million plant 16 will require . - million tonnes of carbon neutral’ wood chip each year, which the company,
Prenergy, plans to import from countries such as ussia and kraine. 1
With large scale power plants such as this, and .On’s tevens Croft plant in cotland and Blackburn Meadows plant
in Shefﬁeld, 1 a signiﬁcant portion of the energy is wasted as heat.
Sustainable use of biomass
So co-ﬁring coal with biomass or burning biomass in existing large plants is no solution. But biomass does have a role
to play where it can be harvested and used sustainably on a smaller scale, either providing heat to individual buildings or for combined heat and power. To decide whether or not a biomass project is sustainable, the full life-cycle
emissions from the fuel including from land use change, transportation and processing must be taken into account.
ecycling waste products, including waste wood, has the potential to qualify as sustainable biomass where no harmful emissions are involved as there are with conventional waste incinerators . Impacts on soil depletion from using
agricultural waste should also be considered.
Traditional biomass
Traditional use of biomass also has its own associated issues the World ealth Organisation estimates that two million people in the Majority World, predominantly women and young children, die prematurely each year from breathing
the fumes from indoor biomass stoves. 19 In addition, efﬁciency of traditional biomass use (especially open ﬁres) can
be low and use of wood for fuel is a signiﬁcant contributor to deforestation, especially in Africa. Users of traditional
biomass need to be enabled to develop improved technologies.
Biogas
Biogas is usually produced from agricultural waste including manure, or from sewage. The material is broken down by
the natural action of bacteria in a sealed container called a digester, allowing the gas to be piped off and burned for
heating, cooking or power generation. The remaining solid waste can be used as fertiliser if it is not contaminated with
other materials use of sewage waste in this way can be hazardous .
mall biogas digesters using animal manure to supply gas to households or villages are already used in some parts
of the Majority World, particularly India. Farm-scale biogas digestion plants are increasing in popularity in ermany
and candinavia. ocal use of materials makes most sense to avoid transporting bulky, smelly raw materials. While
the technology could only supply a small portion of total energy needs, it has relatively few negative side effects and is
suitable for use in areas without infrastructure such as electricity grids or piped natural gas.
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Scores: Biomass
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 6 10 potential reduced
by transport and processing emissions
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1
Democratic ownership and control: 9 10 biogas and traditional biomass use
10 electricity heat generation from biomass due to dominance by large energy
corporations
Social justice: 10 biogas
10 electricity heat generation from biomass food price rises, land-grabbing
Sustainability: 10 10 biogas
3/10 (electricity/heat generation from biomass) current or slightly expanded levels
should be sustainable but further growth relies on land-use change
Scalability: 10 overall

Incineration & Landﬁll Gas
Two technologies sometimes classed under biomass use but not assessed as such elsewhere in this section are
landﬁll gas and incineration. Neither of these makes a signiﬁcant contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions
from energy generation, but they are sometimes suggested as means of dealing with the emissions from waste.
Landﬁll waste dumps generate methane as degradable waste breaks down with insufﬁcient oxygen. Methane is a
greenhouse gas 25 times as potent as carbon dioxide . Some of the methane can be captured (possibly up to 75%,
more often 25-50%) and used as fuel. While this may reduce emissions from existing landﬁll sites, emissions per unit
of energy remain higher than from a gas-ﬁred power station. More importantly, other methods of waste disposal, especially separation of waste at source with materials recycled, composted or anaerobically digested to produce biogas,
achieves much greater overall emissions reductions. 0
Incineration of waste in the
usually means burning the waste that remains after metal and plastics have been
separated for recycling, and using the heat to generate electricity, as in a coal or gas-ﬁred power station. Much of this
‘residual’ waste consists of plastics, derived from fossil fuels, which give off carbon dioxide, other greenhouse gases
and other pollutants when burned. Electricity only incinerators emit 33% more carbon dioxide than gas ﬁred power stations. They also rely on maintaining high levels of waste.
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Decentralised Energy vs. Extending the Grid
How it Works
Decentralised energy
enerating energy through combustion of fossil fuels at centralised power stations and transmission through the
National Grid is incredibly wasteful. 61.5% of the energy is lost as heat at the power stations, 3.5% is lost in transmission as the electricity has to travel through the grid at high voltage and then be converted to low voltages to be used
domestically. 1
The solution to this put forward by reenpeace and the uropean enewable nergy Council amongst others is to
have local grids. In this scenario local areas would produce electricity using a variety of renewable technologies. s
well as small wind farms, solar panels and other medium-scale technologies, homes and businesses would microgenerate’ their own energy. This would be backed up by combined heat and power’ C P plants; small power stations in urban areas burning fossil fuels or biomass which distribute their surplus heat to nearby buildings via insulated
hot water pipes. This gives much more efﬁcient overall use of energy since the heat produced generating electricity
is not wasted.
Extending the grid
On the other end of the scale, there is the suggestion of extending electricity grids outwards, connecting up the UK
grid with urope and beyond to harness the enormous potential for concentrated solar power from the ahara desert.
The plan is called T C - Trans-Mediterranean enewable nergy Co-operation
and involves linking up all renewable energy resources and trading them across Europe, North Africa and the Middle East with new efﬁcient high
voltage DC cables.

Decentralised Energy and Extended Grid Current Position
Status of the technology
Decentralised energy mainly uses existing technologies which have been successfully in use for decades, particularly
in other parts of northern urope such as Denmark. For more on the micro-generation component, see the relevant
sections above.
Extending the grid would rely on use of high voltage DC cables, for which the technology exists but is not in widespread use.
Major players
In the
, decentralised energy is being promoted by various local authorities, including ondon and dinburgh, and
Os including reenpeace and World Wide Fund for ature WWF .
Extending the grid is supported by TREC, Trans-Mediterranean Renewable Energy Co-operation. TREC is a project
of the founded in 00 by The Club of ome, the amburg Climate Protection Foundation and the ational nergy
Research Center of Jordan (NERC).

Decentralised Energy and Extended Grid Issues
Issues with decentralised energy
Decentralised energy has the advantages that it gives communities more autonomy over their energy supply and it is
more efﬁcient. Also, using combined heat and power gets over the problem of how to heat homes effectively without
high carbon dioxide emissions. Most plans still require some connection to a national grid, as a minimum for backup
purposes.
The idea has its disadvantages though. Micro generation of electricity through mini wind turbines is much less efﬁcient
than large scale projects. District heating networks would require installation of expensive new infrastructure which
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would generally only be viable in densely populated areas. C P plants need a sustainable fuel source. C P would
offer a more sustainable way of using remaining gas reserves but is not a long term solution, particularly with the
UK relying increasingly on imports of liqueﬁed natural gas which has a high carbon cost from liquefaction and transportation. C P means lower emissions but it’s a long-term commitment to fossil fuel use with no possibility of carbon
capture and storage.
Issues with an extended grid
An extended grid would help to eliminate problems of intermittency of supply as there should always be wind blowing
or sun shining somewhere in the extended region. It is predicted that 10-25% of Europe’s energy could come from
concentrated solar thermal energy from the ahara by 0 0. 6 The question this raises is whether the richer nations
that are part of the programme would end up effectively colonising the renewable energy resources of the poorer nations, as has happened in the past with other natural resources from oil to gold to timber, contributing to poverty and
conﬂict in Africa and elsewhere. 80% of people in Sub Saharan Africa have no access to electricity.
ub- aharan
frica is not currently part of the T C programme.
Don’t these countries also have rights to share in frica’s electricity generating potential
have the money to invest in the project, they don’t get the power.

t present, since they don’t

Conclusion
Decentralised energy and an extended grid are not mutually exclusive. Both may be required to maximise use of renewables, alongside an intelligently organised, equitable supply and demand management system.

Scores: Extended Grid
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions 6 10 - could encourage
uptake of renewable technologies
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1
Democratic ownership and control 10 takes control of electricity
generation further away from individuals and
communities
Social justice 10 - possibility of energy
colonialism’
Sustainability 10 - once established, system
should be robust
Scalability 6 10 - not proven what proportion of
needs could be met

Scores: Decentralised Energy
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions: 6/10 - more efﬁcient
use of existing fuel, but doesn’t eliminate fossil
fuel and microgeneration may be inefﬁcient
Living up to the hype science to spin ratio 1
Democratic ownership and control 10 transfers power to local government and smaller
power companies
Social justice 10
Sustainability 10 - lowered due to most D
systems currently relying on gas-ﬁred Combined
eat Power C P
Scalability: 6/10 - could be expanded
considerably, but unclear what proportion of
needs would be met
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Things must be getting really bad when people suggest terraforming our own planet. ot only that
but these people are being taken seriously. The term geoengineering refers to the large scale manipulation of the environment to bring about speciﬁc environmental change, particularly to counteract the
undesirable side effects of other human activities. 9 The geoengineering community prefers to refer
to its work as arth ystems ngineering and Management’ 0 to avoid the dodgy sci-ﬁ overtones.
Technologies proposed include blasting the stratosphere with sulphates, mirrors in space, covering
the deserts in reﬂective plastic, and dumping iron fertiliser in the oceans. Geoengineering technologies are presented as last ditch’ options. But at bottom geoengineering is all about sounding just
plausible enough to perpetuate the myth that there is an easy way out of this crisis. nd about money
from carbon credits, of course.

How the Technologies Work
There are various geoengineering projects on the table and they broadly ﬁt into two categories: technologies to increase the amount of the sun’s energy that is reﬂected back into space, and technologies to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. These methods differ from carbon capture and
storage in that they remove carbon dioxide once it has been dispersed in the atmosphere rather than
at the point of emission. This requires planetary-scale engineering of ecosystems to have any signiﬁcant impact on atmospheric carbon dioxide levels.

Geoengineering Current Position
Status of the technology
Most of the technologies suggested are purely theoretical. few, including ocean fertilisation and
capture of carbon dioxide from the air, are beginning to be commercialised, though they remain controversial and highly speculative, with major uncertainties surrounding their effectiveness.
Support for the technology
Geoengineering is seen by many scientists as an extreme and potentially dangerous approach to
climate change mitigation. owever there has been government interest. In 001 a conference was
held at the White ouse between the President’s Climate Change Technology Programme and scientists researching geoengineering, entitled esponse Options to apid or evere Climate Change’. 1
The
also pushed for geoengineering to be included in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s report into the potential for climate mitigation. In 006,
held a closed meeting to
discuss geoengineering including the use of sulphates. The
was also the key nation at the
last meeting of the ondon Convention the International Maritime Organization body that oversees
dumping of wastes at sea pushing for a watered down statement concerning the legality and impact
of ocean fertilisation.
In the UK, an unnamed ‘senior environment minister’ commented that: ‘The data on ocean acidiﬁcation over the past year has turned heads in the upper levels...ocean fertilisation, because of its enormous potential simply must (I will emphasise the word must) be explored vigorously... Other governments in urope and sia are of the same opinion and are moving forward with their own plans. The
question is how to do this without engendering public opposition.’
Ocean fertilisation experiments have been funded by countries including Australia, Canada, Japan,
Germany, Mexico, Netherlands and New Zealand. 6

-

Major players
Ocean fertilisation companies:
Climos, tmocean, Planktos now defunct , Ocean
Carbon sequestration:
ynthetic enomics, lobal

ourishment Corporation

esearch Technologies

Carbon offsets:
Carbon Neutral Company, Climate Care, JPMorgan, Atmosfair, Natsource, Terrapass, DrivingGreen, Drive Neutral,
carbonfund.org, MyClimate, tmosClear Climate Club, Carbonfund.org, Climate Friendly
Investors:
irgin arth Challenge, Breamar nergy, lon Musk
Academics supportive of or researching geoengineering to varying degrees
Paul Crutzen sulphate aerosols , en Caldiera albedo enhancement , oger ngel mirrors in space , tephen
Slater (cloud seeding), Alvia Gaskill (albedo enhancement), David Keith, John Latham (cloud seeding), Klaus Lackner
carbon sequestration .

The Technologies
Albedo enhancement - Reﬂecting the sun’s energy
The capacity of the earth to reﬂect back solar energy is know as its ‘albedo’. Methods to increase this reﬂective capacity are also known as albedo enhancement’. ome of these technologies sound like a joke but they’re not.
Sulphates in the stratosphere
When volcanoes erupt they release sulphates which are known to have a cooling effect on global temperatures by
reﬂecting solar energy back into space. The eruption of Mount Tambora in 1815 led to the ‘year without summer’.
Planet-wide episodes of cooling also followed the eruptions of l Chich n 19
and Mt. Pinatubo 1991 .
ome
scientists are therefore proposing to increase the level of sulphates in the atmosphere to simulate the effect of a volcanic eruption. Methods for getting the sulphur up to the stratosphere include using tens of thousands of balloons, 9
using naval cannons, 0 big pipes or specially designed aircraft 1. nother suggestion is to increase the sulphate
emissions of conventional aircraft by using fuel with a higher sulphur content. It is estimated that ﬁve million tonnes
of sulphur would be needed each year to compensate for a doubling of carbon dioxide concentrations. Costs are estimated at around
- 0bn 1 . - bn a year.
Beyond the overarching problems with albedo enhancement as a solution to climate change, there are a number of
signiﬁcant issues with this particular approach. It is essentially ﬁghting pollution with more pollution. Sulphate pollution
causes a thinning of the earth’s ozone layer. The sulphates will eventually come back down to earth, with an unknown
impact on ecosystems. overnments have been working to reduce emissions of sulphates because they cause acid
rain. obel prize winner Paul Crutzen, who advocated research into sulphate aerosols as a last ditch solution to global
warming, predicted around half a million deaths as a result of particulate pollution.
ew studies have shown that the
historic droughts in the ahel region of frica that caused widespread famine in the 19 0s and 0s were caused in
part by industrial emissions of sulphates in the West. The clean air acts that reduced this pollution helped trigger the
return of the rain to the ahel. It is impossible to predict which regions would be affected by this climate manipulation
or how.
Plastic coated deserts
ccording to lvia askill of the lobal lbedo nhancement Project, covering the ahara, rabian and obi deserts
with polythene sheeting could delay the effects of global warming by 60 years. 6 In this plan 6 ,000 square miles of
desert would be given the shiny plastic treatment each year for 60 years. The plastic sheeting would have to be
maintained, and periodically replaced, for a century or two
which could be a logistical issue in desert regions . Premature removal would have a rapid global warming effect.
Issues with this particular approach include the possibility of signiﬁcant and unpredictable changes to regional weather
patterns and changes to the local, regional and even global climate. This could particularly exacerbate poverty in
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frica. ll life in the affected desert region would be eliminated. lso, dust from the ahara travels thousands of miles
and transports nutrients way out into the tlantic Ocean, forming part of the basis of the ocean’s food chain. 9
askill fails to address the issue that plastic is made from oil, oil supplies are running low, and plastic manufacture has
its own greenhouse gas emissions. On the upside, Alvia Gaskill suggests that this method would provide valuable experience in terraforming which could be used in future interplanetary space exploration, and lower global temperatures
would lessen demand for air conditioning and so reduce carbon emissions. 0 atire is dead.
Sunshades in space
nother albedo-enhancement scheme involves a set of 16 trillion transparent, sunlight-refracting shades about 1.
million km from arth. ach shade would weigh only about a gram and cover roughly the area of a broadsheet newspaper page. The project would require 20 launchers each positioning 800,000 screens every ﬁve minutes for ten years
and would cost trillions of dollars over
years. 1 This scheme would not only involve high cost but also massive
amounts of energy, and the technology is, to put it mildly, highly speculative.
Making clouds
Clouds are white so they reﬂect sunlight. Increasing the amount of clouds will reﬂect back more solar energy. But
increasing cloud cover affects the weather so to avoid signiﬁcant impact on humans the proposal is to increase cloud
cover way out in the open ocean. The method proposed is to use specially designed boats which whoosh up ocean
water into the air. The idea’s exponents claim that spraying approximately 50 cubic metres of ocean water per second
would counteract a doubling of present-day concentrations of carbon dioxide.
Shiny plants
Plant shinier varieties of agricultural crops. Use would have to be widespread to have any signiﬁcant albedo enhancement effect. s with agrofuels, this could potentially have an impact on food prices and deforestation rates due
to land use change and increase the use of genetically modiﬁed crops.
Paint everything white
es, everything that can be painted
roofs, roads, you name it. It doesn’t seem to have occurred to the proposer
that driving on white roads on a sunny day would cause crashes everywhere as drivers are dazzled by the light. nd if
the roads aren’t for driving on then dig them up, don’t paint them.
Cover the sea with ping pong balls
To mimic the reﬂective effect of arctic ice, thereby reducing the amount of heat absorbed by the earth’s surface. Okay,
so that was a spoof
but could you tell the difference

Overarching Issues with ‘Albedo Enhancement’
Once a scheme of albedo enhancement has been embarked upon it must be maintained for as long as the carbon
dioxide emissions that it aimed to counteract remain in the atmosphere (up to 200 years) regardless of any negative
impact the scheme is found to have. Humanity is already conducting an uncontrolled planetary scale experiment with
the planet’s climate through greenhouse gas emissions. Is it really sensible to start another one which could have
equally disastrous and unpredictable consequences
specially when other more certain and less damaging options
are already available
Albedo enhancement also does nothing to counteract the other effects of high carbon dioxide concentrations in the
biosphere. Dissolved carbon dioxide is making the oceans more acidic. 6 If carbon dioxide emissions continue, the pH
of the oceans is predicted this century to reach a level lower than for the past hundreds of millennia. Ocean acidiﬁcation is already destroying the world’s coral reefs and also threatens organisms such as phytoplankton and zooplankton
which are the basis of major food chains. It is unclear whether marine species and ecosystems will be able to adapt
quickly enough to survive.
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Removal of Carbon Dioxide from the Atmosphere
In February 00 , ichard Branson announced the launch of the irgin arth Challenge, a prize of
million for the
person who can demonstrate to the judges’ satisfaction a commercially viable design which results in the removal
of anthropogenic, atmospheric greenhouse gases so as to contribute materially to the stability of arth’s climate.’
Judges include Branson, the former US Vice-President and chief negotiator responsible for wrecking the Kyoto Protocol, Al Gore, and maverick ecologist James Lovelock. 9
Removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere poses difﬁculties because of the low concentrations of carbon dioxide
in the air. Approximately 0.04% of the air is made up of carbon dioxide. This is enough to have a signiﬁcant warming
effect, but it makes capture very difﬁcult.
Ocean fertilisation
One set of schemes for carbon dioxide capture centres on encouraging the growth of phytoplankton in the oceans,
which take up carbon dioxide as they photosynthesise. In theory, some of this carbon dioxide might not return immediately to the carbon cycle as some of the plankton’s carboniferous bodies fall to the ocean ﬂoor or are eaten by other
marine organisms, which will excrete carbon pellets which may drop to the ocean ﬂoor. Exactly how much carbon
dioxide is sequestered by this method, and for how long, has not been quantiﬁed.
number of companies are already trying to commercialise ocean fertilisation, hoping to make a great deal of money
from carbon credits. To make plankton grow the companies are proposing various methods of artiﬁcially adding nutrients to the oceans. Methods include dumping tiny iron particles, 60 ammonia or urea, 61 or piping up nutrient-rich deep
ocean waters to the surface. 6
Ocean scientists, including the IPCC, 6 have warned that this technology is potentially dangerous to ocean ecosystems, unlikely to sequester much carbon dioxide, has the potential to increase levels of other dangerous greenhouse
gases such as nitrous oxide and methane, increase ocean acidiﬁcation in deep ocean waters, deplete nutrient loading in surface waters potentially leading to dead zones’, and other unpredictable effects. 6 The lifecycle emissions
involved in producing and dispersing the fertiliser is also an issue.
In a recent cience article, key scientists including some that had previously been positive about ocean fertilisation
highlighted concerns, concluding that ‘it is premature to sell carbon offsets from the ﬁrst generation of commercialscale OIF [ocean iron fertilisation] experiments unless there is better demonstration that OIF effectively removes
carbon dioxide, retains that carbon in the ocean for a quantiﬁable amount of time, and has acceptable and predictable
environmental impacts’. 6 There has been a signiﬁcant civil society criticism of plans to proceed with ocean fertilisation. One company, Planktos, which had been planning to sell carbon credits for ocean fertilisation, announced that it
was folding, blaming a highly effective disinformation campaign waged by anti-offset crusaders’. 66
Despite opposition, scientiﬁc uncertainty and potentially huge environmental risk, a group of companies - Climos,
Ocean Nourishment Corporation and Atmocean - are proceeding with their schemes, exploiting the fact until recently
there has been no regulatory oversight over this type of activity. In ovember 00 the ondon Convention the
International Maritime Organization body that oversees dumping of wastes at sea spoke out on the issue of ocean
fertilisation, stating that it is not justiﬁed and requires oversight and regulation, and that given current evidence large
scale ocean fertilising schemes would be in contravention of the Convention. 6 This is a big step forward. lthough
the Convention only applies to the 0 signatory states, organisations approving carbon credits are much less likely to
grant credits for a scheme that is deemed to breach an international Convention.
The companies haven’t given up that easily, however. In December 2007, Climos announced the ﬁrst steps towards
carbon credits for ocean fertilisation were under way as a draft methodology had been submitted to auditors Det orske eritas and has appointed California based Tetra Tech to do a environmental impact assessment. 6 The company
has also raised . m 1. m venture capital funding, 69 and is planning to spend the money undertaking research
dumps in 100km2 areas of ocean which they expect will be underway in 2009. 0 The company plans to co-opt independent scientists who have previously been involved in ocean fertilisation experiments to conduct its research. 1
Climos claims to be a responsible ocean fertilisation company and has proposed a voluntary code of conduct for commercial ocean fertilisation. The company’s presentation of its voluntary code at the ondon Convention meeting did
not, however, appear to convince the delegates.
ince the impacts of ocean fertilisation are so little understood a
code of conduct which allows potentially dangerous activity to go ahead is meaningless.
On the other side of the world, the Ocean ourishment Corporation has approached the Philippine government for
permission for a dump of urea in the ulu ea. The urea is synthetic, made from natural gas, which shows how
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seriously they are taking the issue of sustainability. Ocean Nourishment Corporation is expected to claim ﬁshing rights
on the basis of increasing ﬁsh stocks because of the phytoplankton blooms. This has outraged Philippine ﬁshing
communities. uperto leroza of ilusang Mangingisda, the Philippine Fisherfolks Movement, said This technology
is unacceptable. It is a dangerous technology that could imperil the marine environment which is the main source of
survival and livelihood of poor ﬁsherfolk in the Philippines. Under Philippine laws experiments like this must undergo
environmental impact assessments and free prior informed consent of communities that are potentially affected.’ 9
While it is good to see that regulation is coming in for ocean fertilisation, this only serves to highlight the fact that there
is no forum for making decisions about this kind of technology. When it comes to engineering the planet’s natural systems, one country, or company, may make a decision which has huge implications for the rest of the planet, but there
is currently no decision-making body that can stop them or hold them accountable.
Planting trees
Planting trees to offset carbon emissions has been widely discredited by environmentalists but the sale of these
carbon offsets’ has by no means disappeared. The theory is that through photosynthesis trees absorb carbon from the
atmosphere and lock it away within the cell structure of the wood. owever, this is in no way a reversal of emissions
from fossil fuels. Fossil fuels introduce carbon dioxide into the atmosphere which has been stored for millions of years.
Trees are part of the biological carbon cycle the interchange of carbon in different forms between the atmosphere,
living things and the oceans. ven the carbon temporarily sequestered in treetrunks is usually released again within
decades when the tree rots or burns.
A further issue is the time lag. A tree absorbs carbon slowly over many decades. But the carbon dioxide emissions
that the tree is supposed to offset take place in a short time frame. In the period between emission and absorption the
emissions are already having a damaging climate impact. This is like pouring water into a boat by the bucket load and
claiming it won’t sink as you are also removing water the with a teaspoon. In addition to this, offset schemes sell the
offsets long before the offsetting project begins so again the carbon dioxide already in the atmosphere is contributing
to global warming in that time.
We can expect the sale of offsets to grow, however, as one of the leaders in the carbon offset industry in the UK, Climate Care, has recently been bought out by ﬁnancial services giant JP Morgan. 6
Burying trees
s an answer to the problem that carbon in trees remains part of the carbon cycle, periodically returning to the atmosphere, it has been suggested that trees should be buried, in an attempt to keep their stored carbon out of circulation
for longer.
The proposal on the table from one US scientist is to take dead wood from the forest ﬂoor and selectively logged old
trees from the world’s forests and bury them in trenches. The paper estimates that the cost of this method of carbon
sequestration would be $14 (£7) per tonne of carbon dioxide and that if all the world’s forests were managed in this
way there would be the theoretical potential to sequester ﬁve gigatonnes of carbon dioxide a year, equivalent to about
three times annual emissions from land-use change during the 1990s.
However, this is a purely theoretical measure. Consider, for example, the emissions from the diggers digging all those
trenches. Consider the massive damage to natural forests from the removal of dead wood, which forms a vital part of
ecosystems, and from the burial trenches and all the roads necessary to collect wood and access trenches roads
which would also open up the forests to illegal loggers and poachers. Consider the sheer difﬁculty of accessing most
old-growth forest there are vast areas where such an intervention would never be practical. In any case, even buried
wood rots eventually, releasing its stored carbon.
Growing trees in new forests speciﬁcally for carbon sequestration purposes would encourage the use of genetic modiﬁcation of trees to increase their absorption of carbon dioxide and encourage monoculture plantations (with all their
environmental impacts see section on agrofuels . Putting a carbon price on dead wood would also impact on the
price of wood, and so affect logging activities, deforestation and collection of wood for fuel, which would be impossible
to accurately predict. scenario could be envisaged where loggers clearing rainforest for plantations are awarded
carbon credits for burying rather than burning the logged trees.
Biochar and Bioenergy with Carbon Storage (BECS)
Two proposals seek to address the issue of removing carbon dioxide from the air at the same time as generating low
carbon energy biochar and bioenergy with carbon storage B C . In B C , biomass is used to generate heat and
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power together with carbon capture and storage, this is argued to be carbon negative as the plants absorb carbon
dioxide from the air as they grow, and this is captured and stored underground removing it from the carbon pool. The
B C proposal seeks to avoid the onset of abrupt climate change tipping points by quickly converting a large amount
of land to biomass. 9 One ﬁgure used is 500 million hectares globally by 2030 0 an area larger than the entire uropean Union. Proponents argue that, in combination with widespread use of energy efﬁciency and non fuel renewables
such as wind and solar, BECS could sequester enough carbon to restore concentrations of carbon dioxide to pre-industrial levels. 1 Carbon capture of biomass would, however, be dependent on the infrastructure existing to transport
and store carbon dioxide. This would limit this form of biomass use to large centralised power stations, making efﬁcient use of the heat produced difﬁcult. Also, it wouldn’t have large-scale impact until grown, harvested and the carbon
captured and stored. s we’ve seen, that’s decades away. This isn’t going to be at all possible within the necessary
timeframe.
A similar approach is taken with biochar, where biomass is burnt without oxygen (a process known as pyrolysis) creating biogas, bio-oil, and biochar. Biogas and bio-oil can be used to generate heat and power, while the carbon rich
biochar is returned to the soil where experiments suggest carbon can be sequestered for hundreds of years. The
proportion of carbon dioxide sequestered is variable but a ﬁgure widely used is 20%. One study suggests that it would
be possible to ‘offset’ 10% of the annual US fossil-fuel emissions using either ‘forest residues’ from the 200 million
hectares of
forests that are used for timber production, by growing fast growing biomass on 0 million hectares of
conservation reserve land, or collecting crop residues from 1 0 million hectares of cropland. In addition to sequestering carbon, biochar is also said to improve soil structure, and the retention of water and nutrients, reducing leaching of nitrates into water sources and emissions of nitrous oxide (a potent greenhouse gas). However, co-producing
biochar is less efﬁcient than other uses for bioenergy, there has been limited research into potential applications for
bio-oil, and biochar production is reliant on supplies of cheap biomass.
Proponents have characterised these proposals as benign low risk geoengineering’. 6 owever, the proposals hit
the same problems as the other types of large scale bioenergy use already discussed in this report. Bioenergy takes
energy inputs to grow, process and transport, and the need for cheap feedstocks requires monoculture intensive farming methods or the removal of ‘agricultural waste’ from the soil, advancing soil depletion. More critically, land is a ﬁnite
resource. ince human land use for settlement and agriculture is already placing severe stress on remaining natural
ecosystems, any major expansion of bioenergy has massive indirect carbon emissions which appear not to be factored into these proposals.
Synthetic trees
A company called Global Research Technologies is seeking to commercialise artiﬁcial trees. The ‘trees’ - towers
shaped like giant ﬂy swatters - use chemicals to absorb carbon dioxide. The intention is that the carbon dioxide
is then pumped down oil wells as with carbon capture and storage from coal power plants with the same implication
that it could be used for enhanced oil recovery. The company hopes to scale up its prototype which currently is able
to absorb ﬁve tonnes of carbon dioxide per year, and claims that it will be able to install 100 devices over the next ﬁve
years, each absorbing one tonne of carbon dioxide per day. 9
However, the design uses a signiﬁcant amount of energy. Energy is needed for the manufacture of the ‘trees’, for the
production of the chemicals in the ‘trees’, for the transport and storage of the carbon dioxide, and, most importantly
for removing the carbon dioxide from the chemical solvent so that it can be used to capture more carbon dioxide. 90
The prototype tree’ requires intensive use of electricity’ to do this, in a process called electrodialysis. It is unclear from
the company’s information what effect this has on net emissions or savings of carbon dioxide if the electricity used is
fossil fuel generated. The company claims that the energy used for capturing the carbon dioxide is ‘comparable to or
less than that of carbon dioxide capture in the ﬂue stack of a conventional power plant’. 91 But also that if this electricity were produced by a conventional coal-based power plant, the carbon dioxide capture would exceed the carbon
dioxide release. Net capture is positive but small.’ 9
Other methods for capturing carbon dioxide from the air have also been proposed including by synthetic biology company ynthetic enomics, led by Craig enter, who claims that he will be able to develop a synthetic microbe that will
be able to convert carbon dioxide into bioenergy. 9

Overarching Issues with Geoengineering
eoengineering rests on the assumption that humans are masters of the universe and the natural world and can control and engineer its systems that humans can run ecosystems better than nature can. The overwhelming evidence
to the contrary drawn from the current state of ecosystems humans have manipulated is ignored.
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Further, the geoengineering approach starts from the assumptions that the behaviour of societies cannot change and
that energy demand growth is essential and inevitable. If one believes it is impossible to do anything about emissions
levels, then maybe covering the earth with synthetic trees, dumping fertiliser in the oceans and blasting the stratosphere with sulphur at the expense of the delicate balance of many of the earth’s vital ecosystems are appealing
ideas, even if they are highly risky, completely experimental and potentially ecologically catastrophic.
Putting these ideas into practice would be dangerous and would not work. Climate change has shown that humans do
not and probably never will understand the planet’s systems well enough to try to artiﬁcially engineer a re-balancing
of the scales that overconsumption has tipped. ather than press an ill-judged thumb on the other side of the scales,
humanity should be reducing its impacts, restoring natural ecosystems and letting the planet ﬁnd a new equilibrium.
The implications of geoengineering technologies at a planetary scale are unknown. There would be no way back after
embarking on such a course of action.
Carbon credits
Many suggested geoengineering schemes simply offer a get-out clause to big emitters and potentially lucrative returns
to those that develop and invest in the technologies. Ocean fertilisation projects and tree plantations are little more
than a scam to make money on the carbon market. nyone who thinks that ocean fertilisation would be used as a last
resort to help society smooth a period of extreme adaptation is in denial about the realities of the carbon market and
the intentions of ocean fertilisation companies.
ven if one ignores the potential side effects of pursuing geoengineering schemes, it has to be taken into account
that they will not be used help achieve increased cuts in carbon emissions, as any emissions cuts these schemes
might make would be traded away to whichever large polluter wants the credits. This is why venture capitalists are
interested. If geoengineering were being pursued only as a last resort option linked with strong emissions cuts then no
venture capitalist funder would touch it because there would be no hope for them to gain signiﬁcant ﬁnancial returns.
Unilateral action
ven if geoengineering technologies are widely rejected the possibility remains of an individual country acting unilaterally and going ahead with a large scale geoengineering project that would have consequences for the whole world.
This problem could only be addressed by pre-emptive international co-operation.

Conclusion
As with many other techno-ﬁxes, geoengineering promises technological breakthroughs at an unspeciﬁed point in the
future, and so helps to assure people that there is no need for major change to the way society works or the rate at
which people consume energy and products. As journalist Johann Hari put it: ‘carrying on pumping out greenhouse
gases because of the possibility of geo-engineering is like telling an alcoholic that he doesn’t need to quit drinking,
because in a few years you’ll give him a liver transplant with a few rusty old knives you found in your garage.’ 9

Scores: The Technologies
Effectiveness at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 10
iving up to the hype science to spin ratio 1 10
Democratic ownership and control: 1 10 proposed schemes all top-down’
Social justice: 1/10 negative effects on (for example) desert-dwellers, forestdwellers, ﬁshing industry, victims of artiﬁcially-induced weather patterns, future
generations required to maintain systems.
Sustainability: 1 10 schemes would need continuing over long periods with
large inputs of effort
Scalability: 1 10 because no evidence of emissions reductions to scale up
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Continued rapid growth of CO2 emissions
and infrastructure for another decade
may make… [avoiding dangerous climate
change]… impractical if not impossible.395

Politicians and corporations aren’t just getting our climate change solutions wrong because they’re
looking at the wrong technologies, they’re only looking at this one facet of the change that is needed.
s we outlined in chapter , we need change in many areas technological change, political change,
economic change and social change. They are all interlinked, but social change drives them all.
This report has not presented a manifesto. We should mistrust anyone who thinks they have all the
answers it is never that simple. This is a contribution to a conversation which we are all engaged in
right now and which demands to be everyone’s main focus at this time of crisis.
Technological change
Technological change is not sufﬁcient in itself but it is vital. We need to have criteria for sustainable
technologies. Many technologies which are conventionally termed renewable’ agrofuels and other
agro-based bioenergy, large scale hydro, landﬁll gas and waste incineration) contribute to the problem. Technologies that are available now, and help to engender a wider shift towards sustainable
societies are the ones which we should focus on.
Research and development is needed to increase the efﬁciency of these technologies, and to improve energy storage and demand management technologies which support sustainable renewable
energy production.
Political change
Climate mitigation is a political and not a simply economic issue. Decisions need to be taken as a
society as to the solutions which we are going to adopt. This requires democratic engagement and
government action through policy making, not to create market incentives but to actively promote
changes to the way energy is produced and consumed throughout society.
Economic change
As the ‘consumption era’ comes to its inevitable decline, we need to ﬁnd ways of managing a just
transition to a society whose economy is based on meeting needs sustainably and equitably.
The current economic model is not up to the job. uantifying the economic value’ of acting or not
acting in the face of climate change is futile since critical impacts loss of life, irreversible ecosystem
collapse cannot practically or morally be given a simple numerical value. The impetus to act must be
driven by our scientiﬁc understanding of the problem, our decisions as to how to act must be driven
by our assessment of which measures are most effective, just and sustainable rather than simply
which are most economically attractive.

Social change
ocial change is what will cause all of the rest of the changes to happen if they are to happen. It is what has driven the
changes that have happened so far.
The social change approach means taking systems that are unsustainable and ﬁnding ways of meeting people’s
needs within the limits of the planet’s resources through co-operation, lifestyle change and appropriate technology.
We need to ﬁnd sustainable ways of managing our food systems, transport systems, housing, land use and economic
activity. These sustainable solutions will, for the large part, be small scale and localised, with solutions meeting the
needs of local populations. chieving this means co-operation at a community level.
ome people argue that if climate change is a global problem, the solutions be implemented on a global, or at least
grand, scale? But this ignores a lot of complexities: large scale solutions do not take into account the small scale and
localised impacts and the distributed nature of the causes of climate change. arge scale solutions are more measurable. Replacing one fuel source with another can be shown to reduce a quantiﬁable amount of carbon emissions.
Whereas emissions reductions through local level interventions or a change in behaviour patterns can be much more
difﬁcult to predict or measure. Social changes are less easy to understand when approaching the problem of greenhouse gas emissions for the point of view of a systems analyst or carbon accountant. Which is why the mechanisms
for reducing emissions, such as carbon trading, fails to take them into account.
Frequently when people working for social change put forward the kinds of changes that are needed they are told that
they are living in fairyland’. ot that they are wrong, just that they are unrealistic.
ou want fairyland Try this
•

•

Continue emitting greenhouse gases, making the problem massively worse, for another twenty years, in the hope
that something will come up.
ely on a set of technologies which haven’t even been built yet, and in some cases will never work.

•

Do nothing about the third of emissions which come from deforestation and agriculture.

•

Do nothing about the underlying cause of the problem

overconsumption of natural resources.

You may not end up living in fairyland, but you’ll ﬁnd yourself on an unrecognisable planet. And the plastic-coated
deserts, fake trees and cloud-making machines have a nice fantasy feel to them.
So let’s get realistic. Technologies are a useful part of the solution, but techno-ﬁxation isn’t. Other changes are even
more important than technology, and equally technically possible. Whether or not they are achieved depends on the
actions we take now. The obstacles that stand in the way of solutions to climate change are great. But with all the
knowledge and experience we have, and all our resourcefulness and adaptability to change, for as long as we haven’t
crossed the two degrees threshold we have a chance. nd not taking that chance is suicide.
The beginning of the path towards a sustainable solution to climate change could look something like where we are
now. The science is uncontroversial. There is a groundswell of public opinion. Politicians and corporations are giving
lip service to the solutions but the public do not trust them. Mainstream politicians are even starting to question the
logic of perpetual economic growth. The seeds for change are being sown. There’s a huge amount of work to be done
to make these seeds germinate and ﬂourish, but it can be done. There is still time.
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ro en romi e W y t e uc ear Indu try Won t e i er
Throughout its ﬁfty year history, Britain’s nuclear industry has consistently failed to deliver
on its promises. Now, less than ﬁve years after the ﬁnancial collapse of British Energy, the
UK’s commercial nuclear generator, the public, parliament, and the ﬁnancial markets are
being asked once again to believe that a new generation of nuclear power stations can
produce electricity safely and without government subsidy

anomateria
nder i ed nre u ated
ready ere
Ever Heard of Nanotechnology? Chances are you are already rubbing it into your skin,
wearing it and maybe even eating it. Far from being science ﬁction, nanotechnology is a
commercial reality and already in the shops.

Corporate Car e - p
Corporate Carve Up is the the ﬁrst comprehensive listing of British companies
involvement in Iraq. The report reveals that British companies are playing a major part in
the effort to create an Iraqi economy based on neo-liberal, pro-corporate principles.

W at Wron Wit Corporate Socia e pon i i ity
With all the hype about ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’, the question is: are companies
really changing their tune? Or is it all greenwash and PR? Corporate Watch’s report ‘What’s
Wrong with Corporate Social Repsonsibility’ tells you what companies really get out of CSR
and why their empty rhetoric is not to be trusted.

T i
oem i Spon ored y
This collection brings together radical anti-corporate poetry from over 60 talented poets. Dip
into this book and you will ﬁnd poems to be performed at rallies, and songs to sing while
locked onto the gates of a nuclear power station, poems with punch and power that shout
loud and proud with brazen razor wit and barefaced cheek.

This is the crucial time. The science is clear; greenhouse gas emissions must begin to
decline well within the next couple of decades. Whether runaway climate change is avoided
is largely down to the policy decisions taken now and in the next few years. We cannot
afford to wait for miraculous technological breakthroughs but must work with what we’ve got.
The debate on climate change is surrounded by hype and vested interests. Technologies
are being considered not for their effectiveness but for their proﬁtability. Some proposed
solutions would actually lead to an increase in emissions. Many would bring about great
social injustice.
Beyond that, the promise of a future technoﬁx is being used as a stalling tactic by those who
want to keep on burning fossil fuels.
This report investigates the large scale technologies that corporations and governments are
putting on the table, including hydrogen, carbon capture and storage, agrofuels, electricity
from nuclear, solar and wind, as well as a range of ideas to reﬂect the sun’s energy or
remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
It ﬁnds what works, what doesn’t, the present state of these industries and where they’re
heading. It explains why, even though many of the technologies do work, the corporatecapitalist model cannot deploy them effectively, and it goes in search of more realistic and
socially just solutions.

